


CERCLL, 4'ETUDES CYBERNETIQUES

Monsieur et cher Collégue,

Nous avons l'honneur de vous annoncer que notre pro-
chaine réunion aura lieu le

Samedi T4 mars &amp; I6 H 30 |

8 1'Institut d'Histoire des Sclences, I3 rue du Four, Paris
(6°), métro Mabillon.

Nous vous prions dtagréer, Monsieur et cher Collépue,
l'expression de nos sentiments distingués.

PROGRAMME DE LA SEANCE:

"MONDE DES MACHINES: DEVELOPPEMENT ET LIMITES"
par M. Jacques LAFTTTE

SERIE DE CONFERENCES CONSACREES A LA CYBERNETIQUE *
.

Nous signalons une série de Conférences consacrées a
la Cybernétique, organisée par la Maison des Scicnees, avee
la eollaboration dod Membres du Cercle d'Etudes Cybernétiques.
Ces conférences faites par MM. Iouis de BROGLIE) COUFFIGNAL,
FESSARD, GUIILBAUD et LOEB, auront lieu en Mars &amp; lc Sorbonne.
Les Ilembres du Cercle seront prévenus en temns utile,

REVUE "STRUCTURE ET EVOLUTION DES TECHNIQUES"—resenDROTRUHNIQUES!
La Revue "Structure et Evolution des Technicues" pu

blie dans chaque numéro une rubrique consacrée a notre Cercle
et un article se rapportant aux questions qui nous intéressent.
De fagon plus générale cette publication présente un BILAN
des informations scientifiques et techniques, des ESQUISSES de
gynthéses rationnelles, des CONFRONTATIONS entre technigues et
valeurs,

Abonnement pour un an: France - 750 frances
Etranger ~ I000 francs

C.CsPy ¢ Paris 67 1832, S.E.T, Agsociation, 2 rue Mabillon
Paris (8°)

SECRETARIAT RU CERCLE
roostadCERCLE

Eerive a : S.E.T.-CECYB, 2, rue Mabillon, Paris (6°)

Le Seerétaire,
Re. VALLE
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SYMPOSIUM
on

NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS

On March 23-24, 1953, the U, S, Bureau of Mines is sponsoring
a symposium on irreversibility and transport phenomena. ‘The first (and
ma jor) part of the symposium will be devoted to general questims, and
the last part, specific applications. The sessions will be held in the
auditorium of the Bureau, 4800 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh, Pa,

The members of the planning committee are:

Herbert B, Callen, University of Pennsylvania
John G, Kirkwood, Yale University
Elliott W, Montroll, Office of Naval Research
John M, Richardson (chairman), U, S, Bureau of Mines
Jeorge E. Uhlenbeck, University of Michigan

Recommended hotels with accommodations and prices are listed on
an etteched sheet, It is urged that reservations be sought as early as
possible because of other convention adtivities in Pittsburgh at the time
of the Symposium, Neither the committee nor the Bureau can take resmonsi-
bility for securing reservations,

To aid in estimating attendance, please complete the form below,

TO. John Mg Richardson
Us S, Bureau of Mines
4800 Forbes Street
Pittsburgh 13, Pa,

I am planning to attend the Symposium on Noneoullibrium Statistical
Mechanics,

* collerrues planning to attend

~e
.r



SYMPOSIUM
on

NONEQUILIBRIUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS

U. S. Bureau of Mines
L800 Forbes Street

Pittsburgh, Pa.

March 23-24, 1953

Monday, March 23

9:00 a.m,

REGISTRATION

9:45 a,m, (J, M. Richardson, presiding)

BERNARD LEWIS, U, S. Bureau of Mines - Welcoming remarks

l, CALLEN, HSRBERT B., University of Pennsylvania

Thermodynamics of Irreversibility

2. COX, RICHARD T., The Johns Hopkins University

Statistical Mechanics of Viscosity and Brownian Motion

1:45 pom, (G. E. Uhlenbeck, presiding)

3. MACHLUP, STEFAN, Bell Telephone laboratories, Inc,

l

A Statistical Interpretation of the Dissipation Function

RICHARDSON, J, M,, U, S, Bureau of Mines

Integro-Causal Formulation of Nonequilibrium Statistical

Mechanics
»”

o TISZA, LASZLO, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The Quantum Mechanical Basis of Trreversibility



8:15 p.m.

ROUND TABLE (Topic to be announced)

MONTROLL, ELLIOTT W,, (moderator), Office of Naval Research

MAYER, JOSEPH E., University of Chicago

ONSAGER, LARS, Yale University

PRIGOGINE, I,, Universite Libre de Bruxelles

JHLENEECK, GEORGE E,, University of Michigan

Tuesday, March 24

9:00 a.m, (H, B. Callen, presiding)

5. BERGMANN, PETER G,, Syracuse University

Generalized Statistical Mechanics and Onsager's

Reciprocal Relations
7. GCREEN, MELVILLE... University of Maryland

Markoff Random Processes and the Statistical Mechanics

of Time-Dependent Phenomena

3, ZWANZIG, ROBERT W., and KIRKWOOD, JOHN G., Yale University

The Statistical Mechanical Theory of Transport Processes,

and Some Recent Applications

2:00 p,m, (E, W, Montroll, presiding)

J). UHLENBECK, GEORGE E.,, and CHANG, C, S, WANG, University of
Michigan

Propagation of Sound in Gases

10, PRIGOGINE, I,, Universite Libre de Bruxelles

(Title to be announced)

11, MARCUS, PAUL M., Carnegie Institute of Technology

Irreversible Thermodynamics and Electrons in Metals



Listed below are hotels in the City of Pittsburgh, and the rates
they charge for their accomodations. Because of the v-rious conventions
being held in Pittsburgh the week of March 23rd, it is urged (if you are
planning to attend our seminar) to make your reservation for lodging well
in advance of March 23rd:

HOTELS

kHaddon Hall, 4730 Centre Ave,,

 3Penn~Shady, 226 Shady Ave,,

#Carlton House, 550 Grant St,,

«The Fairfax, 4614 Fifth Ave,,

+xCadillae, 234 5S, Beatty St.,

x#Fort Pitt, Penn at 10th St,,

#%The Pittsburgher, 428 Diamond St,,

+The Roosevelt, 607 Penn Ave,,

The Schenley, Bigelow &amp; 5th Ave.,

Sheraton, Wood St.,

Webster Hall, LL15 - 5th Ave,,

=m, Penn, Grant St..

RATES

SINGLES DOUBLES
$ 3.50 $ 5,00

6.50L.50
5.00

10,00
12,00
14,00
16.00

14.00
16,00
18,00

6,00
8.00

9.00
10,00

2,50
3,50

4,00
5.00

5.75
fo

8,00

7,50
to

11,00

3.00
to

L.75

5.50
to

7.25

5,50
6.50
7.00

8.00
8,50

6.50
7450
2.00

10,50
to

13,50

9,855635
5.85

6.50
8,00

10.00

9.00
11,00
13,00

6450 9.50
7.00 10,00
7450 10,50

¥ Located in the vicinity of the Bureau of Mines
¥% Downtown hotels
30ther sections of the citv



D,st Card



BLUEBIRD BALLADS AND BOLTS FROM THE BLUES BY ARCHIE TECH.
91-PAGE BOOK — $1.50

EPIGRAMS — QUIPS — VERSE —— FREE THOUGHT.
ADDRESS: WEBB C. PATTERSON - BOX 349 - WALTHAM; MASSACHUSETTS
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March 2, 1953

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cembridge 39, Massachusetts

Deer Dr, Wiener:

Since the time is drawing near for your visit to Amherst on April
15, I would greatly appreciate it if you would send me the exact title
of the lecture which you intend to present so that we may get some
notices out well in sdvence of that meetine.

Unless it is too early, et the seme time you might indicate as to
your plens of traveling to Amherst, If you come by train, the nearest
reilroed station is that located at Northampton, and if you plan to
come by this method, I shell be gled to meet you in Nortbampton., No
netter how you come we shall plan that you stsy over night in Amherst
snd shall meke a hotel reservation for you sccordinsly.

A reply at your esrliest convenience would be greatly apprecisted,

SBH J

Ve ~—~7 +. "

£, 1, Hitchn
O'oartment or Ve
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ASSOCIATE EDITORS

M. Y. Dabney, M.D.
M. Edward Davis, M.D.

MANAGING EDITOR

Abner I. Weisman, M.D.

EDITORIAL BOARD

M. G.Fincher, D.V.M.
C. Frederic Fluhmann, M.D.
W. W. Greulich, Ph.D.
dlan F. Guttmacher, M.D.
Robert S. Hotchkiss, M. D.
John MacLeod, Ph.D.
Lyman W. Mason, M.D.
Joe V. Meigs, M.D.
Lewis Michelson, M.D.
George N. Papanicolaou, M.D.
4. E. Rakoff, M.D.
John Rock, M.D.
I. C. Rubin, M.D.
Samuel L. Siegler, M.D.
Fred A. Simmons, M.D.
4braham Stone, M.D.
B. Bernard Weinstein, M.D.
Walter W. Williams, M.D.

ABSTRACTS

0. J. Pollak, M.D.

300K REVIEWS

J. P. Greenhill, M.D.

FERTILITY and STERILITY
A Journal Devoted to the Clinical Aspects of Infertility

Sponsored by
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF STERILITY

PENDLETON TOMPKINS, M.D., Editor
450 Sutter Street, San Francisco 8, Cal.

farch 2 1953

Yorbert V/iener, Ph.D.
’rofessor of Mathematics
‘assachusetts Institute ¢” Technology
Cambridge, llassachusetts
AR T

iv dear Professor Wiener:

The February issue of "Transactions and Studies" of
“he College of Physicians of Philadelnhia (of which
[ have long been a fellow) reached m.- today. I have
read with admiration of your style and envy of your
snowledge "The Concept of Mormeostasis in lledicirne™.

The sentence which particularly held me reads "eo...
chat there 1s an art of diagnosing graphs by which
“heir inner dvnamics ray be determined.™

for almost 10 vears I have been interesting myself in
she fluctuation of women's basal temperatures which
accompanies the rhythm of estrogen = progesterone
production. A few reprints are enclosed so that you
nav refresh vour recollecticn ¢”~ the phenomenon.

''y question is this: How can I as a clinician gain
a mathematician's insight into t» inner dynamics of
these graphs and secondly, how cew. I, as an editor,
persuade a mathematician to write uu paper for our
journal?

[ shall be greatly oblige”
answer either question.

-11 19 vou can help

ye ; i

TOUTS,

| Onna hia AQ

Published by PauL B. HOEBER. INC., MEDICAL BOOK DEPARTMENT OF HARPER &amp; BROTHERS. 49 East 33rd St.. New York 16



2617a So. Kingshighway
St. Louis 29 Mo.

March 33,1953

Massachusetts Institute of Techmology
Professor Norbert Wiener

Dear Sir:
I have just read an article written by Megr.

Cavanagh. In it you said that robots will in the

near future give man a life of leisure by doirg
his work and makirg his decisions. You #lr0 salu
that in doing this the robot would not dominate

man.

I do not understand this. I do think it is

not possible for this to happen. Maybe the reason
for the way I feel is that I am actually afraid

for it to happen.
Would you please, Professor, send some

information on the subject to help clear up my

thoughts on the matter and also to give me more

knowledge about it.
Yours truly,

-— lt Fo Zz.

/

SR

Barbara Boughman
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tof. lorbert Viensor,
Lass. Inst. old Yecunology.
Sambridie 9, lass.
ie 2 dhe

Dear rrof. Jienor

fhe American copy-rishb-rulos ore renerally enforced
ln a somewhat over-legslistic moaner, I think. Towever
sien 1t comes to cuotine a letter T concede that the
wuthor should be consulted. I therefore sunit to ou a
paper whare I nuote on onze one a letter fro TOW. TOU UO
10% have to read tore thsn the First vue in order to nuie
&gt; decision becauvse the proer does not ©o into narticulars
in relcotion to your statem=nt.

Lf you read tie purer .lease remember thot it hos not as
jet ween revised by oy linguistic collsborator rs. LUnry Lee
&gt;6 fhe Lieoninrcrer Youndation.

I shall a preciate very much your
 7 ki wi Na bee [nd 3 v Ty 3quote, but shall slmo accent in ~ood
335031teverdiet.,

paruission to use the
s&gt;irit, T hone. hHhe

ot rast "Era
-

TL ry re gg pg
YE AT a

rewrint ol wnobther
Crh ent arent nosSes

1 " : ey Frees mused otoooer because the wmonuseri
h. + 3 So TTY AT“11: mwerldopr ivan
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CENTP™. "0 Fifth Avenue. v, w Yor! af

FR INC.

publishers
+ TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

March 3, 1953

Dear Mrs, Baldwin:

We have in the office Dr, Wiener's

manuscript and the vhotogravhs he sent us. Shall

TI have these sent to his home or to MIT?

Sincerely.
panini

L. A A

Nn eClander

Mrs. George Baliiwi.
Dept. of Mati.
AIT
Camhriidre Moos



OM AMD SCHUSTER, INC
 Ll eh pane

620 Fifth Avenue, New York 50 + CABLE ADDRESS Essandess - TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

March 3, 1953

Dear Dre Wiener:

Just in case you missed it, here is a tearsheet
from last week's Saturday leview, containing an advance comment
on EX-PRODIGY.

I have heard that the Saturday Review is planning
a rather important review of the book, scheduled for the issue of
the 28th of this month, The Times =nd Tribune Sunday book sections
have also told us that they are running reviews but will not tell
us when, This is customary. I sent you the proof of a pre-publi-
cation ad running in the current Publisher's Weekly, and there will
be another pre-publication ad in the Saturday Review. More adver-
tising, of course, will be run after pub date.

Allan Morris, I know, has been busy lining up various
possible radio appearances. These he will write to you about direct,
if he hasn't 21ready done so.

Advence copies have gone out to the list we drew
up together, and other names have been added on the suggestion of
various members of our staff.

And that is the progress r--
+

Ue

r
\

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
MIT
Cambridge. Mass.

hws:1f
enc.
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out of this—concocts a preposterous
plot to persuade Sir Robert to give
up his dog, which he does. At which
point the magnificent house—scene
of the party—suddenly burns down
and Sir Robert, we are led to pre-
sume, realizes the selfish folly of
his ways and will presumably bed
with Lady Rose. I'm sorry. That's
Miss Sackville-West’s story and I'm
stuck with it. It's all set down in
very elegant prose. —E.J.F.

INTRA-OFFICE INTRIGUE: The story, if not
quite the romance, of big business
operations has been getting more than
a little attention of late. What does it
take to get ahead in a large, bustling
Arm in which each man has his heart
set on the top spot and his eye on the
main chance to get there? W. H. Pros-
ser has fashioned his answer into a

aicely plotted novel of office intrigue
and one man’s search for philosophical
verities, “Nine to Five” (Little, Brown,
$3). Bill Tarrant is the man, and by
aptitude, personality, and work he is
obviously slated to go up. He is not
only resigned to his future—profes-
sional success and a private life of
organized concupiscence—but looking
forward to it. Then into his life comes
a girl who makes him see the game he
is playing as unworthy of him, a rat-
race.

The pettiness of the office intrigue
by which he must maintain his
position and fend off competitors be-
sins to pall. Mr. Prosser has a deft
and credible way of picturing the
world of intra-office politics, a sure
if somewhat slick hand at picturing
the operations of the smiling knife-in-
the-back boys, and a nice narrative
sense which almost offsets the cus-

tomary difficulties arising from con-
centrating all the storv action in one

Jay.
In addition he has some interest-

ing—and bitter—things to say about
the philosophy which controls the
bright young men of our business
world today. It all adds up to a highly
readable book. —E.J.F.

LITERARY 1.0. ANSWERS

i. “Anna Karenina,” by Leo Tolstoy.
2. “A. V. Laider,” by Max Beerbohm.
3. Walter Huff, in “Double Indemnity,”
by James M. Cain. 4. Alice, in
“Through the Looking-Glass,” by
Lewis Carroll. 5. Mary Daniels, in
“Once in a Lifetime,” by Kaufman and
Hart. 6. Captain Brown, in “Cranford,”
by Mrs. Gaskell. 7. Laura Jesson, in
“Still Life,” by Noel Coward. 8. Lady
Carlotta, in “The Schartz-Metterklume
Method,” by Saki. 9. The story teller,
in “Cannibalism in the Cars,” by Mark
Twain. 10. James Carker, in “Dombey
and Son.” bv Charles Dickens. -
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HORIZON
ix-Prodigy. By Norbert Wiener. Simon
% Schuster. $3.95. March 26. Whatever
yecomes of those bright boys who
:nter high school at nine, are college
sraduates at the age their more aver-
1ge brothers are getting out of grade
ichool? Well, sometimes, if their name
s Norbert Wiener, they grow up to
yecome mathematics professors at
Vlassachusetts Institute of Technol-
gy and write such influential books
1s “Cybernetics” (that’s the one about
he machines that can do almost any-
hingahumancan) and “The Human
Jse of Human Beings.” But being a
&gt;rodigy has its heartaches as well
1s its peculiar triumphs, as Mr. Wie-
1er explains in a frank and revealing
wutobiography that carries him from
iis childhood in a Harvard profes-
sor’s home through graduate school
lays at Cambridge, England, where
1e studied under Santayana, Royce.
ind Bertrand Russell.

Vy Host the World. By George Santay-
ina. Charles Scribner’s Sons. $3. March

). This, the third (and final) panel
»f “Persons and Places,” the auto-
siography of the distinguished phi-
osopher who died last year, covers
n part the same period and ground
1s Wiener’s “Ex-Prodigy.” In it, San-
ayana picks up his own story in 1912,
vhen he resigned his Harvard pro-
assorship, goes on through his years
1t Cambridge, his travels on the Con-
inent, and his final settling in Italy.
His pages are peppered with the
ames of the famous and once-fa-
nous, but much of his concern, as
sefits a philosopher, is with adven-
qires of the mind and snirit.

tobert Browning. By Betty Miller.
“harles Seribner’s Sons. $5. March 9.

A good deal of the writing about
Robert Browning in our time has
oncentrated on his romance with
ilizabeth Barrett. Mrs. Miller has re-
dsted that temptation and offers in-
stead an “interpretive portrait” that
‘arries him from a sheltered youth,
hrough a stormy courtship, and
appy married life in Italy, to his
eturn to England following Eliza-
reth’s death. Although Mrs. Miller
sives the events of the poet’s life top
syriority, she weaves in discussions of
11s work.

[he Correspondence of Mr. Justice
Tolmes and Harold T. Laski. 1916-1935.

8

“dited by Mark De Wolfe H
rard University Press. March 1
[he numerous people who fo
Holmes-Pollock Letters” (1!
axciting reading are waiting »
on this one. The American j
:he British philosopher, bril
diverse personalities, both g
Auenced their times. Their L
cord and illuminate politic
lectual, and artistic activitie:
sides of the Atlantic between
Felix Frankfurter wrote the

Worth Watching For: Mario F
‘The Story of Language’ a
»ooks have won him a wid
ion as a linguist, is turning
0 novel-writing. “Swords ¢

(John Day, March 12, $3.
ilistorical romance about

he time of Charlemagne,
»y the Chanson de Roland a
ninstrel tales. . .. Daphne du

1as a collection- of eight
seven short and one longish
on March 5. Most of them «

vomen, and the atmosphere
suspense. “Kiss Me Again, §
vill be published by Dc
sriced $3.50. . . . Truman

whose “The Sin of the Pr
1ovel about the New Eng
‘ormer, Dr. Theodore Par
racted considerable attent
rear, has turned to Brook F
Jeorge Ripley for his late
dassion by the Brook” will
ished March 5 by Doubleday

. . Richard Wright, whose

Son” is certain to be ment
soon as the talk turns to nov

Negroes, has a new one comir

(8. “The Outsider” is about
caught in the tentacles of t
munist Party (Harper, $3.50

—_RavvMoND WALT

SOLUTION OF LAST WEEK

KinesLey DousLe-Crostic

SANDERSON:

CARIBBEAN TREAST)

Collecting animals can be
Jisheartening business. You
with an array of bottles, tube
and nets,-search ... over a wi
and return home empty-
only to find that the cook }
tired a rare snake in the *



1g. As an added attraction,
ide has supplied Jamie with
cated ethic which adds con-
depth to his character even

tivity is somewhat outland-
lso writes with superb gusto.
ou'll like his tale, tall though

—Epwarp J. FITZGERALD.

EN ABOUT LONDON-TOWN: The

of Mr. Anthony Powell's
ng prose continues to bright-
ages of his work, but it is
1ere and there in his latest
released in America, “A
Market” (Scribner, $3), by
rtling grammatical—or per-
pographical — lapses. These
+ is having his customary
v with the young men who
1g to school in “A Question
aging.” This time they are
parties instead of school,

are making ambiguous con-
indulging in amorous in-

d gadding about like all get
site sedulous references to
dinous preoccupations, they
1eir twenties, more epicene
v were in their schooldays

this reader—considerably
some. Like all conversation-

wy talk too much, and, like
srs of phrases, Mr. Powell

+ around so often and with

ged determination that the
ation of charmed interest is
se succeeded by a faint feel-
ausea or a buzzing in the

Powell is relentless, how-
determined to see his young

ad off with his young ladies
r so to pair before he is
vith them. I suspect you will
se through with them long
does. —E. J. F

IN NEW GUINEA: You wouldn't

ovel which set a young and
widow alone with a mad-

n island off New Guinea and
there for three months in
danger of her life could be

© soporific. Well, Marion
has done just that in “Mon-

arter” (Westminster, $3).
irvis, widowed and in search
lies in New Guinea, gets on
'—with a great deal of auc-
olication of exactly how—
somewhat sinister sounding
ig. Reader-years later she

suspect his sanity. Then
aid of an encyclopedia she
st diagnosis and comes up

answer: paranoia! Much
Maybe he'll kill her. But

- can get around to that

zaging objective a boat ar-
ne island, takes Tempe off,
Lowndes’s sad story is done.
x most annoving character-

stic is the way the author constantly
wilds up suspense by hinting that
iomething is going to happen soon,
ind then it never does. —E. J. PF.
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ng in a blind old lady whose simple-
ninded faith puts others to shame, a
*olony of devoted recluses called “The
City of the Brothers,” and a flood. As
isual in such contrivances, the fortu-
tous flood neatly cleans everything
1p for the author and her characters,
‘eawakens the spirituality of the mill
»wner, persuades the millworkers of
he virtues of selfless service, affirms
he need of brotherly love, and opens
tephen’s eyes. Eyes open, Stephen
ealizes not only his religious dedica-
ion but also that the woman he
eally loves is lovely young Joel, who
1as been darting in and out of the
ages from the beginning of the book.
Mliss Jenkins’s undoubted religious
ervor doesn’t quite make up for the
rorniness of her novelistic con-
'rivances. —E. J. Ff

"HE CARE AND MANAGEMENT OF A HOTEL:

ithel Gardner, who knows something
bout the management of hotels from
rersonal experience, decided to write
» novel incorporating some of her
leas and attitudes. The result, “The
aptain Comes to Eden” (Dorrance,
2.50), can’t be described as a com-
lete success. To begin with, Miss
rardner starts with that difficult thing,
farcical idea. A bunch of old ladies

tho have been living in the Hotel
tegina for eternity, suddenly drive
's manager to distraction, and with
imentable results they take over.
Vhen the hotel owners send in a new

nanager with ideas of efficiency, the
dies get up in arms and proceed,
ais time deliberately, to drive him
o distraction. Some of the devices
Irs. Gardner has thought up are
enuinely amusing, though more of
hem have that strained air one finds
n - amateur theatricals: Too, Mrs.

rardner gets a little breathless at the
nd and winds up her tale with as pre-
-osterous a farcical episode as you're
Jkely to come upon. The total result
s a volume that doesn’t come off, but
vhich has some good material.

—F JF

SENTEEL MELODRAMA: V. Sackville-
Nest hasn't had a new novel for a
wumber of years. So those who have
een missing her will be pleased to
tnow that she’s back on the stands
gain. “The Easter Party” (Doubleday,
33) is, as the title implies, the story
f a party, a week-end party. At it
ve meet our host and hostess, Sir
Valter and Lady Rose Mortibois.
Their guests include Sir Walter's
rother, a brain surgeon; Lady Juliet
Juarles, distinguished beauty who
ilone knows she is going to die soon;
‘wo dull relatives of Lady Rose; and
me nephew who is promising. If
ll this sounds familiar, it is. Miss
ackville-West’s plot, however, is a
ittle off-beat. It concerns the spir-
tual troubles of Sir Robert, as cold
1 fish as you'd care to meet. Sir
Yobert, by arrangement, doesn’t even
leep with his wife, disdaining close
sersonal relationships. Instead, he’s
n love with his dog or thinks he is.
His brother—deciding to snap him

JEDICATED MAN: Stephen Elliott, hero
if Sara Jenkins’s latest religious novel,
The Happy People” (Crowell, $3),
ad a number of problems. He was a
ninister, but he wasn’t sure he was a
00d enough one. And he was in love
vith a woman who had been divorced,
1 condition frowned upon in his Meth-
dist faith. Miss Jenkins takes plenty
of time straightening out his prob-
lems. spiritual and otherwise. bring-

Dur2 Sew
TANEL SHow
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Those guva wha thought of the election mnst have made a fortune.”



fpch 5, 1953

Frederick J. Gillis
Sapiat © fanerintendent, Boston Public Schools
lo F reat
Joe’

Desr Mr. (111° $

[ have received your letter zbout the 3lst Annual
-onvention of the Internaticnel Council for Excep=
tieonsl Children which wlll be held in the Statler
n Anril G-11.,

‘hls meeting interests me very much, 2nd I hope
to be zble to attend eome of ite eesclone, My
schedule for the spring ie, however, eo tignt that
[ ferr that I cznnot -articipate more sctively
han this, I hope you wlll send we more infornse
*1on bout the reeting when 1t 1g reesdv,

[I think thet it . homees + wou that
ny sutoblograohy Co ] “od znd

Youth will be pub’ mon ~nd Schuster on
darch 27th. IT ts wb2rty of cellins your
attention to 1%, since it mov be of interest to
ame pttendine vour wmestine,

eerelv voura

Torbert fiener



Maro OI] , 1953

Professor Benjamin Harrow
Department of Chemistry
The City College
Convent Avenue and 139th Street
Jew York 31, New York

vesr Professor Harrow:

Enclosed with thie note 1g 2 copy of the summary
of the lecture Professor Wiener nlans to deliver
at City College on Anril 9,

Sincerely youre

Mre, George RPBzldwin
Secretary to Prof. Yiener

I ~

t
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(natltute for Mathematics and Mechanics
lew York Tnlversity
dew York. NV.
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 es ger $o secure a copy oO
4 "Stationsry Sequenr

ngorov, translated

vou kindly tell me whe-
‘nd whet their nrine

Se

anme Jeeofur

ologel

~be
.-
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March 3, 1953

tr, Merion C, ¥Manderson
Indergreduste Association
Office of the Institute Committee
Jglker Memorirel

egy Mr, Mandersaon?

In tekinz a longer look st my summer »nlsne, I have
Found that my attendance at your Senlor Banquet will
interrunt 2 two week nerind of vacaticn in the
sountry. My experience has tausht me that I must
sake adventage of = vecetion peried at the erd of
erm, and I must therefore beg you to excuse me
Prom your progrsm on June 5, I 2m very sorry, in-
jeed, to back out efter I have accepted, and 1
none that you will understand thet I do so cnly
wecause I met,

Hb ort AA hre form neceg-tT © ow Bannuet.,

Sin~-
©

SOUT EC

arhert Wiener



di», Henry
Simon an.
350 Fife
New Veo!

3imon
Schuster.
vrnue

Yor

1..c

 "Wn
roa (Ls 1633

Near Mr Simone

Jopies of my book are at hand, es well 2c a charming
letter from your brotuer. It 111 becomes zn zuthor to
shortle over his own work, but ss I heve looked over the
vook I heve Lad to duit that I 2m not sghem=d of 1a.

[in sddition to the schedule which I heve sent you, 1
hove beer sounded out by the Internstler=? Counell for
Tyeeptional Children to participate wn v5» srnual
Convention which neets in Boston in Ani... 4 shell
znclose a copy of my reply to them, The Council ice
soncerned witli cliildren handlcapped in verlous ways,
sut also with trose of exceptional intelligence, Even
siiough I cannot take a very active part ln tielr meet-
tnze becouse of my serlier commitments, 1 Tee.
justified in calling their attentlon to my bock, a
shell keen you informed of eny further co.rcspondence
[ heve with them, for I am reesonebly confident that
there will be a merket Tow the book &amp;t thle Conven-
be 8 &lt;n
?

Neer. sur

Yoarhert Jliener



March 1983

L.J. Greeley, Brigaclior General, USA
Deputy Commandant
Industrial Collear of the Armed Forces
saashinget -

Your + TI, 5}

Near 8&amp;4 1

I 2m returning to you the transcript
lecture with some minor chenges whiluw
necescary to meke, You may reproduce
for vou wish.

Again wish to thank you
shen 7 wigited =ehinotor

A135

{ recent
felt it
avr

%

me

SATE

utu lene





HARVARD UNIVERSITY

PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORIES

Lon

Memorial Hall

Cambridge 38, Massachusetts
Te iwren 4, 1057
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March 4.1083

Dog»r 7°

The leeture vhi-
2 t A015 vm.

ar2 le” tn sive *

3 i

“la are moat ceartainly countine on vo ta have dinner with
12 after thz lzctur=s. rovarer

Perhnar~, the beet thins woild bz for vou to 1e=zt Taan
ward J, Crosby at ths Tean of Men's office at ZT Tinian tf
in Yew Brings ier hefar- +hae tim~ chheiulad fav th: Jartirs

vy ~

2a L or arr lA ten “NW - 4+ ~ 7 i i orn 3wi nak banal not ha ahle to mes
ST our ~rmr v1] ttn’ the lantupe. The ; neat yon.
Te ot #111 be on hand om A Co ne remaindar

TE end, znd I sin oulits carta: 4 \ «Xt ~~ . his = 2 = = 3 fSr arnalart ea ana meet aln thet



MILTON H. RODOFSKY. M. D

478 BEACON STREET

BOSTON 16, MASSACHUSETTS

KENMORE 6-3863

March 5, 1953

Prof. Norbert Wiener
Mass Institute of Tech.
Cambridce, Mass

Dear Prof. Wiener:

Thank you very much for the privilege of
reading your paper "Problems of VYrganization".
I would be grateful for a peprint after
publication,

[ank you again for your valuable criticisms
of my own paver and for the time and energy
you devoted to me,

I do hope that some of your personal problems
have been solved by this time and aporopriate
decisions resched,

MHR:as

Sincerely Jeurs,
" / A y Tw
/F 1 - 4 -

| Vo J lets IS
Milton H, Ro alt sik M. D,



TTON AND SCHUSTER, INC.

publishers
.ER CENTER, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20 . TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

March 5, 1953

Dear Dr, Wiener:

I em delighted that you are pleased
with the book.

If and when the International Council
for Exceptional Children announces you as taking
part in their convention, our sales department will
see that the appropriate bookshop is well supplied.

bs wo

P.S. I am enclosing a proof of sn adv~ .sement
to appear in the April number of the .ific
American. You will notice a coupon a. che bottom.
That's to test the drawing power cf li. Scientific
American, which we have used onlv onc~ before.

n°

Dr. Norbert Wiener
MIT
Cambridge, Mass,

hws :1f
anc.
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NORBERT
WIENER tells

about his childhood

and youth In
EX-PRODIGY

Just published

oP Norbert Wiener ofM. I. T. is world-renowned

is the originator of Cybernetics*
orty-five years ago he was nation
ally famous as a child prodigy.

His book, just published, tells
how it felt to be a Wunderkind in

New England; how his father
‘Harvard's first professor of Sla-
vonic languages) deliberately set
out to train the infant mind; what
it was like to be an 11-year-old
‘reshman at Tufts, a Harvard

graduate student at 14, to study
at Cambridge and Gottingen, to
be a young lecturer at Harvard.

Dr. Wiener tells what books he

has read and enjoyed, (Age 11:
[liad in Greek, Heine in German,
Joratio Alger in English), how
he fared with his teachers and
ellow students, how he chose
1iS career.

Ex-Propicy is a fascinating per-
sonal revelation that will be of
particular interest to those who
have followed reports of Dr.
Wiener's achievements in The
Scientific American. It is the story
Of the development of one of the
ruly original minds of our time.
EX-PRODIGY is available at all

sookstores, price $3.95. Or send
che coupon below.
-Stmon and Schuster, Publishers

*Please pronounce it Cyberneéétics, saus
Dr. Wiener.

To your bookseller, or
5IMON AND SCHUSTER, Dept. P,
330 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
Jentlemen:
Please send me Er-Prodigy: My Childhood
and Youth by Norbert Wiener. Price $3.95
7] Send C.0.D.
7] Payment enclosed (publishers pay postage)

OITA crear ses tinh sR TH A SEATS RAAT HS SHAT

FAATBBE ...opiniinppprisnmsigpsccresesospppeprsssappptespera

CY crc ZONE SEALE ee



fr, Howard J, Crosb-
isslstant Dean ¢ 77
utgers Univers:
Jew Brunswick, New Jere

Ae To ~«, 1953

Jear ir, Cro-hre-

{ shall leave tounorrow morning to spend the wr~kxend with
ny daughter in Baskin Fildge, New Jersey, an irom there
ay wife and 7 #111 drive to New Brunswick on +onday. We
w1ll plan to come to your office cbout 2:30. in case you
vent to $+77 things over wlth me before the lecture hour
arrives, 1 von should want to get in touch with me over
thie weekend. 2 do not hesitate to do =o Ye daughter
is Mrs, Gordo: -~nk, and her address ° “aonville
Road, Baskine Me has a telenhon- :
forgotten th

from your letter of Februsry 25, I understand
zpeak in the Kirkonatrick Chapel at 4:15 »n.m
resgible for vou Yo wnrovide one withour ...i
shell be greatl, assisted through my lecture ro
soerd, However wlesese §8n not trouble yours
in thi. matter.

the:

" look forward to meeting you ov
“ttrr z2eausinted with Puto-o

Cm)

Jorbher aw‘ner

i shall

Ula cK
Ay -

1irJ



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Memo to... Room...

The Assistant Dean of Men willl expect you at his
office at 2:30 p,m, His name is

Mr. Howard J. Crosby.

The undergraduate who has been corresponding with you
about this lecture is

Mr, William E, Jeney, Jr.

from... Room...
 21. MIIDAN BYAAT



i
Sl

£lag of
“iron gr
330 rive
New Yer

©

Dear

+ think wil. be best if you send the manuscript
and thr &gt;notoorr-nhs to Dr, Wiener'sa hor». Th
2ddress there, in cese you don't how»
*Z Cedar Rozsd. Belmont. Maree

1

1

TAUrS,

Georze Baldwin
tom 0 Pr" Wiener
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Dr. Worbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sambridoe Lv, Massachusetts

Dear Mr VWeine

{| recently had the pleasure of a club car con-
versation with you on a trip from Chicago. I real-
ized when I returned to my editorial post on Steelways,
3 publication of American Iron and Steel Institute,
that you were one of the best qualified men in the
country to look over the enclosed manuscript on automatic
control. It will appear in the June issue of Steelways.
fle would appreciate your comments and suggestions on
its soundness and factual accuracy. Our deadline is
pressing so we'd appreciate hearing from you as soon
3s possible.

I trust your luncheon with kr. Schuster worked out
well, and I am looking forward to reading your book.
[ hope you had a chance to look at the Salinger Story
Teddy) about the young prodigy in The New Yorker. It
vas well donee

Cordially yours,

Richard ih ssa
Assistant Managing Editor
Steelwavs

dited hv Hill and Knowlton. Inc.. Public Relatione Councael 2 280 Eifth Avenue. Maw 'Aekaawanns 4.149N0
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AUT MATIC CONTROL

By. John Kord Laca~an-

In captivity in the Bell Lah-—~tnrfn~e

in New Jersey is a tiny electr~nic mmc

who stands on the threshold ef a ns

The “mouse®™ =~ a two inch bar mar~-*

copper whiskers «= can find it» »

through a maze by trial and errer

the mouse is returned to t= r’

wr - —

place by its creator, Dr. Claw!

it can then find its way through the ¢

without a single false move.

= Sheanon

man-made mouse that profits from

experience might be by itself merely eo

curiosity. ¥%hat gives 1t significance

is the fact that it is just one of

hundreds of startling new examples of

the technology of automatic control that

ls causing a revolution in American

factories and industrial plants. Today,

3s never before, man is using this techno-

logy to create a kind of world that taxes

his capacity for won»

A aquided missile, hurtling through

space in a strong wind, radios its compl:

navioaztion problems to a grovnda’

computor o* “brain” which f°

the ans-ere - ~ Instructiong to the roboi

pilot. The electronic brain thinks fast

spough to perform 50 calculations whi:

the missile travels 10 feet «= and ths
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nir-l)

gaan

Tr =

A  _— ee

» haw og ing room a man'c

Sq rn La

Ife mov

hang bv the thread-like tubas connectirg

his bodv with an artificizl kidney. The

kidney 1s a tiny, automatically controlls’

chemical plant, which performs tha same

functions as a real kidney, During the

sper-*ion another automatlc device adju-*

Lhe “yn -&lt; 9”»“wary Aw of orxvee1aA an £ %
 a

jases ta meio
-

= rrngtant Av

anlage -

then you dial a nhona met + vast

switching systen, out » ‘nn plectronic

brain. registers and rememharsg the phone

nnber, selects the best of sew * 7

ternate paths through millisns of oth-y

phone circuits, rings your part’

clears the line when the reert&lt;

picked up, times the call. adis up the

charoes and puts it on your bill, .

Each of these is an exemple of autoe

natic control, Some psonle perhaps cone

celve of “automation” 2s typical prow

juction line procedure where the

product 1s automatically carrie! from one

snachine t» the next. Or nperha:n

concel

rapherer Avy

wera

 rma on ¥ varie nd

© er 3 NPAC: roared.

I.

“NANO T=

4 Ar ASP

21310 no natter what tha result.
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dodern control apparatus gnes much

further. Through such “sense orcsng

as ph~t~~lestric cells, microphones,

tirermoeocouples ~rles and @Qondennesps ce, § t "per

ceives” how well its instructions are

being carried out gnd

sccordinaly,

“me good example of such control is

embodied in the household thermostat,

When the thermostat "perceives® that the

room is gedting cold, it sends a mess2ge

to the oll burner control valve, causing

the valve to be opened. Vhen the room

is warm encugh it sends a s~esage that

loses the valve.

The thermostat itself is not a new

idea and other examples of sutomatic

control, such as James Watt's flyball

governor are even older. Rut such of

the impetus toward large scale automatic

control came as redently as World Var II.

At that time sclentists and ennineers from

many fields worked together for the first

time to produce new weapons and equipment.

They found that human operators simply

could not handle - 11 the data that had

to be int. re

in order to hit a

antiegire ytd

roy dy ?

nlane, say, w

ow”,

oil an

ia

Tbviocusly, sutomatic contrel was the
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only pos~ibla solution. When it prov:

successful in complicate

Bveryone began to consider its ine

tpplications. Today an estimated 10.

"system engineers” are at work o

industrial automation problems, The

Include mathemeticians, scientists

——

engineers and administrators ah

equally divided anong private copneant--

government agencies and universit-

research centers. Many of them believe

they are now ready to free large portions

of our nroductinn machinery to operat-

at sre-d; fap beyond the reaction time c¢°

the human nervous ---

Tir 1 aras segments r* ear industries,
the automatic factorv is virtually here

Felevi-fon and radio subeassambhiin

now

Licht 3

mace automatically, s+ are

{
Cl

N - ~lagsware, chocolate ang

h-

1

L company in Canton, Chip =-

8 "jerelry plant” where the finest grader

of alloy steels are made w= I watch

melter and his asei~tant contr

electric furnace from a control board

30 feet away. Minute fluctuatéone in

temn~-

elt

ugly

“have "M00 decrees §ATE

ILo

fron several nartg rns
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the furnace, including the cont

subbling metal itself. Tha te—-—-trr

2.

recording epparatus automatically transe-

mitted instructions that controlled th

blinding hot arc between the metal ar
ALecTRspes

tha hiq ¢ ‘trodes.

ntv “oy Years ago tl

hearage~tinles took a sec i 4

and e-srured temperature with )

of one part per hundred. Todav®

-fF

 4 Ny

onl

 pr. Ph C

PVC

ments realster heat fluctuations at 1

thousands per second =!

accuracy of one part in thousand or

means better control and better

In both hot and cold strip mills,

tlectronic eyes and feelers keep the

fast moving metal on the track while

X-ray caaes give a continuous and

almost instantaneous record of thicke

ness and keep the Yollers turning at

just tha ri~ht pr-

'

©' e~n unwind a heavy steel strip

* + varal hundred feet a minute, squeeze

it down to a uniform .Ol inch thickness

and g~~{ the finished product whizzling

out at 370.000 feet a minute, The entire

processing of 15 ton coll can br» fine

ished in less than five minut

At a new $11,000,000 coal hydr~~~--ticn

plant 10 Institute, West Virginia, the
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intire chemical process is watched anc

guided at every step by built-in contre!

devices. Raw coal is fed in at one er

of the plant, and out of tha other come

scores of chemicals used for dyes, drugs.

synthetic rubber, plastics ang explosives

The staff of only 50 men, most of the

themists and engineers, concentr--

salnly on discovering uses for a wi

varietv of untried chemicals, that th:

a —

I a © f figures out how to produce.

Tr" r~darn oil refinery, which costs

 nN

about $20,00n.000, 1s built to require

the presence of only one operator at ¢

tine ow a wnite-gowned engineer who

vatchas a control panel. Crude oil

flows into the plant at the rate of about

230,000 barrels a day and a score or more

of petroleun products flow out of it.

almost without human intervention.

Rema=lahlg as these d*&gt;lr~vents a1

wtonstion is ¢*° °° antl =» the exple

atorv staae, 74 | EB paces -={)y depend

ent on the apparatus that serves as the

ervous system and brain of control

systems. To get an idea of what is in

store for industry, you must fisr

understand the IO and gener} canabilities

8f today's electronic commit

Computors are alresdy at work in
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susiness ~~ many in capacities other

than that of production line over~=-

 &amp;PE

some have already dug into the mounts’

of paper work th- - © banks, insursnp

companies, chain stores snd accounts:

departments.

Sears and Roebucy g-- mT wor! gp

with the Petter Instrument Company,

Long Island electronics firm, to renlac-

their present system of punchcard ir
|

ventory with an eleétronic brain. The

brain will mem~+ize all the millions of

seasonal items in the chain's 700 out-
TT

let 11 keep day~toeday track of ew~-—-

tale. and clive buyers and executivea

continuous picture of sales and inventory,
Av. ary y "ines has replaced its

nce cumbers~r = reservation recording

system with a "Reservisor" which, #°

the pressure of a few buttons, re~

how many seats are avallable on any f°

to any particular destination, It =}

subtracts the newly reserved seais fre

the total and puts thew back on the list

lf the ree~rwvations are canceled

» ~~=t computors used to control

“~d military machines operate

on the analogue principle. The control

3

apparatus mimics the thing 1t controls.

In analogue control of a guided missile,
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3 large shope During wartime, a one=

machine machine shop carried in a van

night be situated near a radio station

in a battle area. Wien a part is need

the radio might obtain from “an zrsenal”
FIRMYULpE

the mathewatical fowslae necessarv 1

PEITOgSS the part. The part might then

be made right in the battle area withe

croduce « wide variety of part: by using

blueprints, instructions or ski’

aachinists. jn a matier of hour

inere 1s all this leading us? “ithereve-

logical processes of thought are emplover

according to Dr. Vannevar Bush, "that is

whenever thought for a time runs along

an acceocted groove == there is an oppor=

tunity for the machine. =

ew control devices ard being intros

Juced every day in steel, autoan*’

aanufacture and other heavy indu

any kind of work that has been nr

‘

§

- a ty

yr broken down te a routine seria

small decisions == as it has in mast

mass production industries == €an bn

scheduled for machine contr

hat does this mean for earloynent?

During the 1901 CID convention, one

labor leader said. "I de not know of &amp;

single solitary instance when a great
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technolo ® change hag tarpon

the United States in the past 25 +

thet has thrown pesple out of wor

Industrisl revolution that has taken ols

in the United States in the past 5 fears

has brought into the employment fleld

pnd additisnal 20 million people.’

The exverience of the steel indust~

with automatic devices for Increasin&gt;

production Bears this out,

The continuous rolling mill, for ox-

wel0hrauaht with 1t more and bott--

Thouh it eliminated almost &amp;"

of the manual jobs of the old hand mill.

1t created naw jobs in the steel indust-

hecause there was an increcsed deman”

for the improved steel made bv the mil’

Sther industries that expanded bhec=ve

of the suprly of better =

sore mene Then, too, the centinune

rolling rr" 1 meant inn1vr

tonditirong tf » she .

~ A a

L(1@ Claradc:

Tw

®

BIT AOAtamnztion we

eur labor

1 chapoe

relacing unskilled labor «ih ebilled,

But tae chunga shouldn't be abronf

Business is currently spendira haul

§27,C0C, 000,000, or shout 1C per cent

sf the national income, on new plants
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and eu inment =  which about 4 tenth

Ls going into autometic production units

ROE aa

Soons a third of the money for new rlani

is likely to be spent on automatic

sents But even then no more the

astimated 2 per cent of the labor fore?

sill have to change Joks evury v-

pecause of ite The tstal nuaber is snaller

than the yearly fluciuaticn in fv

ppl oym- =

During the decade between 1940 and

1950, the American worker's cutpul

increased by 21 per cent. Dut our pope

ulation, as George Fielding Eliot pointed

sut in the March lssue of Steelwavs, z

increasing rapidly and inclui~-

steadily rising proportion of non=scrodue-=e

== the military, the vary young, an?

very old. If we're going to malatzln our

present rate of advance in livina star

for this increesing population. t+

putput per worker is going to bm

even high$e. We will ner

of 43 per cent Letween 1920 and

This is a tremendous cialler oT

is a challenge that will be mat on? hy

freeing ourselves froa the br

nanual contral hen is

its own ~~ » PE ANAT Bn - thie nr

= A

»f ind
na ad

hn ConAy
ai

« ¢ 1 set

‘witty

+ humal)



The City Callege
ZONVENT AVENUE AND 139TH STREET

NEW YORK 31, N.Y.

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

March 6, 1953

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Inst, of Tech.
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

Many thanks for your article. The compari-
son of the machine with the human mind will
arouse much interest.

Sincerely yours

i
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HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS
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dr, Charles D. Coryell
2m (=4ef, Dept, of Cherictry
vr sgachusetts Institute of Technolog:
Tembirilce 79, Massachusetts.
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Minutes of the Meeting of the AAAS Symposium Committee
Held at the Hotel Somerset, Boston, Mass. MAR |Z 1953

March 3, 1953

Present:

Absent:

E. U. Condon, chairman; Frank A. Beach; Bart J. Bok; Charles D.
Coryell; A. M. Gaudin; Jerome C. Hunsaker; Paul C. Maengelsdorf;
Philip R. Morse; Francis O. Schmitt; Earl P. Stevenson; Raymond
L. Taylor, secretary. Also present: Columbus O'D. Iselin, proxy
for Alfred C. Redfield; Warren S. Berg, executive secretary of the
Local Committee for the Boston Meeting.

A, Baird Hastings; James R. Killian. Jr.; Alfred C. Redfield;
Jeorge B. Wislocki.

The Symposium Committee assembled for luncheon, as guests of the Associ-
ation. at 12:30 p.m. and adjourned at 4:45 p.m.

All items of the agenda (sent each member of the Committee February 17,
1953) were considered. In addition, the following suggestions were made and
ronsidered.:

By Dr. Coryell: a)'Positive International Goals for Science."
b)"Scientific Freedom and Responsibility (generalization from

academic freedom)"
2) "The Social Responsibilities of Professional Societies."

By Dr. Hastings

By Dr. Bok:

in a letter dated February 16, read by the secretary):
a)'"Biological Effects of Radiation."
b)"Calcium in Land, Sea, and Organisms."
¢) "Comparative Endocrinology."

"American Scientists in Technical Assistance Programs." (Dr. Bok
nlso pointed out the desirability for increased participation
and recruitment of American scientists in worldwide organi-
zations.)

By Dr. Mangelsdorf: 'Biological Food Resources of Mankind"---the 10-12 basic
species of plants and animals upon which the world's peoples
depend and related factors of critical importance.

By Dr. Schmitt: "The Evolution of Science---Fragmentation vs. Integration.”

By Dr, Gaudin: "Our Natural Resources (mineral, vegetable, animal, human)."

Sectional symposia: In addition to the sectional program plans reported in Item 7
of the agenda, the secretary reported the plans of Section C-Chemistry for a
comprehensive symposium of 6 or 8 sessions on "Feeding the Nation," and of
Section L-History and Philosophy of Science for three symposia---"The Unity
of Science," "Art end Science," and "Criteria for Validation of Scientific
Theory.

Actions taken

du In view of the relatively poor attendance at "Disester Recovery" in St. Louis
and the likely interpretation that this would be considered primarily a
sivilian defense subject, it was the opinion of the Committee that "Disaster



Recovery II" not be continued as a general symposium.

After an initial strong interest in the theme phrase, "The Sea Frontier," the
Committee unanimously adopted for the Boston Meeting the theme---"Scientific
Resources for Freedom." This, inspired by the Paley Report, has already been
quoted in a letter to prospective exhibitors. will be communicated to all
section officers and program chairmen, and will be referred to in subsequent
press releasss.

I'wo general symposia, each of two sessions, to be held in a morning and an
afternoon, were chosen, viz:

I.

rT,

"Biological Food Resources of Mankind." Dr. Mangelsdorf agreed to serve
ag program chairmen and to consult with Werren Weaver and E. C. Stakman
on its organization.

"The Sea Frontier." Hope was expressed that Dr. Redfield and Dr. Hunsaker
might serve as cochairmen of this symposium, the first portion devoted
to a)introductory physical aspects, b)oceanography, end c¢)ecology and
biological aspects. Pending Dr. Redfield's return in April, Dr. Iselin
agreed to work on these subtopics.

It was generally agreed that half or more of this symposium should be devoted
to engineering aspects. The following outline of possible topics was circu-
lated by Dr. Hunsaker (who had already asked colleagues at M. I. T. for
suggestions):

Harbor works, beaches, surf, erosion. etc. Hydraulic power from waves
and tides.

Fresh water from salt. Useful products made from sea water.

Food from bays and coastal waters. (Terrapin farms. ducks, fish!)

Joastal shipping vs. pipe lines. rail and highway transportation. Port
facilities. Fishing vessels and methods.

Processing, refrigeration and distribution of sea food.

Coastal weather and climate. Storm warning, damage and protection.

Recreation areas, planning, conservation.

It was decided that the general subject of "The Scientist in American Society”
should be held as an evening event. Included would be not only one or more
&gt;f the topics suggested by Dr. Coryell but some other items, among these,
3everal touched on in the agenda, e.g., "Transmission of Ideas) and "Dissem-
ination of Scientific Information to the Layman." Dr. Cordon said that he
vould consult with Dr. Coryell and prepare the outline of this subject.

The secretary will keep all members of the Symposium Committee advised con-
cerning the development of the above three programs. Further suggestions of
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Professor C. D. Coryell
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Laboratory for Nuclear Science and Engineering
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts





subtopics and speakers for these, if sent to me, will be referred to the appro-
priate program chairmen, or, if sent to them directly, the secretary would appre-
clate a carbon copy for his information.

ith appreciation of your interest in the Association and cordial personal
regards, I am

Sincerely,

Raymond L. Taylor
Assistant Administrative Secretary

Expenses: Please send to the secretary a statement of your travel expenses to
this meeting of the Symposium Committee. for reimbursement.

March 11, 1953





THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS March 9, 1953

Dear Norbert:

[ have just received your book "Ex-Prodigy: My
Childhood and Youth". Thank you for sending it to me, I
have started to read it — I need not tell you that it is
a very interesting and unusual documentation of a process
that occurs rarely, and is adequately described even more
rarely.

I hope that the long interruption in our con-
tacts will not continue much further, I certainly miss
them,

dith best regards,

Cordially yours,

"er

John _von-Néumann
JvNseg

Professor Norbert Wiener
Jepartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.
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Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey

School of Mathematics
March 2, 1953

Dear Norbert:

[ have just received your book "Ex-Prodigy: My Childhood
and Youth." Thank you for sending it to me. I have
started to read it -- I need not tell you that it is a
very interesting and unusual documentation of a process
that occurs rarely, and 1s adequately described even more
rarely.

[ hope that the long interruption in our contacts will
not continue much further, I certélnly miss them,

Nith best regards,

Jordially yours,

(Signed John)

John von Neumann

Professor Norbert Wiener
vepartment of Mathematics
M.I.T.
Cambridge 39, Mass,

Ls hb



JOHN HORACE WEAR 509 MADISON AVENUE
New York 22, New York

PLaza &amp; 2476

MarcH 9, |9E3

Dr. NORBERT WIENER
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
30STON, MASSACHUSETTS

Sear Dr. WIENER

IN THE BOOKLET'"CYBERNETICS AND Society"
- "THe Seconp INDusTRIAL RevoruTion", Dr. LuTHER GuULICK
SUGGESTS THAT WE "TAKE ADVANTAGE Off NEW KNOWLEDGE WITH

RESPECT TO HUMAN BEHAVIOR, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL,
DIscLOSED BY CYBERNETICS. , PAGE 35.

| SHOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST THAT THERE IS

MUCH KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING HUMAN BEHAVIOR, THAT HAS BEEN

AVAILABLE FOR MANY YEARS, WHICH HAS NOT BECOME A PART
OF THE MAINSTREAM OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE BECAUSE IT

NAS TO FAR IN ADVANCE OF OTHER FIELDS OF THIS DISCIPLIN
NHEN ORIGINALLY PRESENTEDTORECEIVEACCEPTANCE.

IT WOULD SEEM THAT THE SURROUNDING AREAS

HAVE SINCE BEEN CULTIVATED;ANDWEARE ABOUT READY TO PROFIT

FROM THE APPLICATION OF AT LEAST SOME OF THIS KNOWLEDGE,

FROM A READING OF THE BOOKLET REFERRED TO

ABOVE, IT WOULD SEEM THAT EVENTUALLY MANY PEOPLE MAY

LEARN THAT THEY HAVE NO FUTURE IN THE FIELD OF THEIR PAST

ACTIVITY AND EXPERIENCE.IHE CRITERIA OF THEIR PAST EX=

PERIENCE WOULD THEN BECOME OF DECREASING VALUE IN DETER=-

MINING THE PROPER NATURE OF THEIR FUTURE EMPLOYMENT.



JOHN HORACE WEAR . . « WIENER PAGE MARCH 9/5%

|T wWOouLD THEN BECOME INCREASINGLY NECESSARY
TO DETERMINE, NOT WHAT A MAN COULD DO FROM A DETERMINATION

OF WHAT HE HAD POND IN THE PAST, BUT TO DETERMINE THE NA=-
TURE OF THE FUTURE, OTENTI AL OF THE MAN WITHOUT REFERENCE
TO HIS PAST PERFORMANCE, BECAUSE, EVENTUALLY, HE-WOSUEL

HE WOULD HAVE NO FUTURE IN THE FIELD OF HIS PERSONNEL HISTOM

We CAN NOW MEASURE FUTURE POTENTIAL WITHOUT

REFERENCE TO PAST EXPERIENCE, BY USE ORMTHE MERTON TECHNIC.
THE BASIC RESEARCH WAS PERFORMED BY Hoes W. MERTON, THE
AUTHORITY ON ANATOMY AND ILLUSTRATOR OF MANY STANDARD MED-
ICAL BOOKS, AND HIS FATHER ARTHUR MERTON, A BRAIN SURGEON.
NE OPERATE IN THE NONE MEDICAL FIELD OF PERSONNEL MANAGE=
MENT AND SELECTION AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. THE ENCLOSED
300KLET, ". . . TO THINE OWNSELF BE TRUE . . .", CONTAINS

A STATEMENT OF SOME OF THE KINDS OF PROBLEMS THAT WE CAN

SOLVE IN THESE AND OTHER FIELDS = ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF

"ACH SPHERE CF ACTIVITY DISCUSSED.

ALex W, RATHE, IN THE BOOKLET ON CYBERNETICS,
PAGE Il, says " IF WE CAN USE THE LAWS WHICH DETERMINE

MACHINE PERFORMANCE TO PREDICT HUMAN BEHAVIOR, MANAGEMENT
NILL HAVE ADDED TO ITS TOOLS A MORE POWERFUL INSTRUMENT
THAN ANY OF ITS PRESENT TECHNIQUES." MANY OF THE THINGS

TO WHICH HE REFERS WE HAVE NOW AS A RESULT OF HoLmes W,.

VERTON'S RESEARCH. Wr Havre ARZL: Sir RY cht Shi Iles,

THE PROBLEM OF THE PEOPLE WHICH A GIVEN FAC-

TORY NEVER DOES EMPLOY AGAIN REFERRED TO ON PAGE 23 IN YOUR
ARTICLE IN THR BOOKLET ON CYBERNETICS IS ONE THAT WE CAN

SOLVE. WITH OUR PERSONNEL WE CAN SOLVE THIS AND OTHER RE

-ATED PROBLICMS, IN REASONABLC NUMBERS. However, IT WOULD



JOHN HORACE WEAR. . « Wiener . . Page MARCH 9/53

SEEM THAT THE INSTALLATION OF LARGE NUMBERS OF ELeEcTRONIC
SYSTEMS COULD CREATE THE KINDS OF PROBLEMS THAT WE CAN

SOLVE, IN SUCH GREAT NUMBERS AS TO BE BEYOND THE CAPACITY
JF OUR TRAINED PERSONNEL.

THE ANSWER SEEMS OBVIOUS. WE PROPOSE TO AG
QUIRE AN ASSEMBLY OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT = THE "Brain"
AND THE EQUIPMENT WHICH SERVES IT = CAPABLE OF DOING THE

DRUDGERY PART OF OUR ANALYSIS, ABOUT 90% OF THE TOTAL WORK,
THE GATHERING AND SORTING OF THE F , _AND SOME OF THE

DEALING WITH OUR TWELVE VARIABLE Bacar1 on WE CALL THE
ORDER OF MENTAL DOMINANCE IN THE [INDIVID ~ ae Tn S

THIS WILL FREE OUR PERSONNEL TO DO THE MORE

COMPLEX BUT SHORTER FINAL STEP OF OUR ANALYSIS, THE MAKING
OF AN’ EQUATED CHART OF THE ORDER OF MENTAL DOMINANCE. AS

NE GAIN PROFICIENCY WITH THE ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WE MAY

3E ABLE TO PROGRAMME MORE AND MORE SO AS TO EVENTUALLY TAKE

IN SOME OF EVEN THE FINAL STEP. THOUGH, | BELIEVE THAT
30ME OF THE FINAL JUDGEMENT WILL ALWAYS REMAIN FOR A MAN
TO DO, AND NOT THE MACHINE.

THUS,BY THE USE OF THE EQUIPMENT BASED UPON
YOUR ORIGINAL RESEARCH AND MERTON's TecHNnIc WE wiLL BE ABLE

TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM CREATED BY THE EXTENSIVE UBE OF THIS

EQUIPMENT ABOUT AS FAST AS THE INSTALLATIONS CREATE IT. As

A RESULT THE POTENTIAL PROBLEM - "THE SECOND INDUSTRIAL

REVOLUTION" =~ NEED NEVER BECOME A REAL ONE. WE MIGHT TALK

ABOUT THIS SOMETIME.

~~

SINCERELY.



serch 11, 1953

Miss Barbar~ Bouzhmsn
2617 Se © highway
3t. © panet

dear Mle t Boughm!

Thank you for your recent letter. I do not know of the
artisle which you refer to by Msgr. Cavanagh, but from
your letter 1t appears that my point of view has not been
very clearly mede, I have enclosed a paper whlch I read
in December to the American Society of Mechanical
ingineers which desls with the problems of azutomatization
nd the ewlustlion of man, whlch may help your understanding
&gt;f the way I look at it. Pages 4 znd 5 of thls nzaper
legal with the question you raise, thouvh the whole paver
ia devoted $0 thie sublet.

{vy book, The Human Us. oc.
ni~==v 1 0 interer’

* Humen B=incs, published in 1950,
v1, Loo.

RN LL -
 ow 1 wy vours,

"~ner



GEORGE R. ANDREWS, M. D.

725 ASYLUM AVENUE

HARTFORD 5, CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE 2-4371

March 12, 1952
Dr. Ncrbert Wiener
M.I.T.
Boston, Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:

In your book, The Hugan Use of Human Beings, you said on page 162 —--
"The great source of intellects for the future, if not the intellectuals,
is the body of men trained for a profession like engineering or medicine
or natural science-—profescions demending intellectual stamina and encoeurag-
ing intellectual curiosity." And a little further on, ""hey must learn to
approve what they already feel, that nothing less than the whole men is e-
nough to constitute the s~holsr, the artist, and the man of action. It is
this wholeness, this integrity, that a considerable number of us at M.I.T.
are trying to evoke and to render conscious inamr stuwlents."

I take the liberty to write to you, as perhaps many already have, be-

cause [hove an M.D., and inecidentslly got sn M.A. in sociology, and a B.A.
in Fnglish litersture. I had a rotating interneship, and then a 3 year resi-
dency in psychiatry at Yale, where the orientation is predominantly Freudian,
and which I couldn't go slong with in many instances. For the past year IT
have been doing half-time private practice in psychiatry, and looking out
for the Mentzl Hygiene Clinic st the Hartford Hospital.

In the past few yeers I have read your bock Cybernetics, though the
methematics was beyond me, and the book mentioned sbove, the Hixon Symposium



GEORGE R. ANDREWS, M. D,

725 ASYLUM AVENUE

HARTFORD 5, CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE 2-4371

concerning itself with Cerebrel Mechanisms of Human Behavior, heard Prof.
Northrop and Dr. McCullough talk of Cybernetics. There is a whole field
there which I don't know murh about due to slight knowledge of mathematics,
physiology, neurology, but which I feel is very important. "The Gospel ac-
cording to Freud" to quote you, I have not been able to accept on grounds
of faith or experience, and whatever contributions he made, I am pretty
well aware that there is a "proper combination of scholarship and mumbo-
jumbo" in all, and T have thus not had the questions answered which I asked,
in a sense, when I tock wp psychiatry.

The quotations from your book, plus the approach make me wonder
if there would be =ny plane at M.I.T. for me to learn more of what you are
doing, at the same time that I made a fairly decent living for my wife and
two children. I might mention that of course I am licensed to practice medi-
cine in this state, and I suppose that National Boards give reciprocity with
Mass. Irealize that T am not going to be content with the private practice
of psychiatry, because of what I know and don't know. Certainly this is a
crisis time in human affairs, but even so, I pursue this private intérest,
vhich in due course rould have its public repercussions 2s it probably should.

If there should be eny place at M.I.T. where I could work a-
long the liges you are lsying out, that would be fine. Naturally I don't
know if there is, but out of grest interest, I =m writing you. Busy es you
are, 1 hope you will have time to answer--

Sincerely yours,

HN KF TN
r
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[i] JOSIAH MACY, JR. FOUNDATION CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Ld 16 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N.Y. + Telephone PLaza 17-7705

March 13, 1953
 ass

PERSONAL

Dear Norbert:

As the time for the last conference of our group on
Cybernetics approaches I realize more and more keenly how
much we want and need you at that meeting. I know that every
nember of the group will be delighted if you will join us on
that occasion. Warren has indicated how happy he will be to
write you a formal invitation if you will be willing to come.
then I look back over the history of the development of this
group I realize what a central role you have played from the
beginning. Your leadership in this field of Cybernetics has
been responsible for its present significance. If our con-
ference group has had a modest part in this development it is
Jue largely to the inspiration of your thinking.

I am happy to report that several of those who had resigned
from active membership in the group will be present at the last
meeting in Princeton, April 22, 23, and Z+, 1973. Among those
are Dr. Marauis, Dr. Schneirla, and Dr. Vou Neumann

The conference at Princeton will begin at 6:00 p.m. with
cocktails and dinner and an evening session and with 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 pom. sessions on the following two days. I would be
sersonally so happy and I know I speak for all of the others
if vou will be with us for that meeting.

We have invited Dr. Grey-Yalter, from the Burden Neurological
Institute, Bristol, England, to be with us as our foreign guest.
dr. Droogleever-rFortuyn, who is in Canada, will also be there.

I have just learned that your autobiography is off the press.
[ am looking forward with keenest pleasure to read it.

Jith warm personal regards I am

Most sincerely,

FrankFrefiont-Smith, M.D.
Medical Director

Ore. Norbert Wiener
Instituto Nacional de Cardiologia
300 Avenida Cuahtemoc
Mexico City D.Fe, Mexice

Mra ent
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crofessor Noroert Weiner
dassachusstts Institute of Technolosy
sambridee, Wass.

Jerr Prrfagsor Welnar:

L have no reason to know that you are interested in
che work of Dylan thomas, the extraordinary young
Nelsh poet, or for that matter in sny poetry. However,
12 mutual sc uaintance has suggested that his magical
ohrases, his vision and a gower which is ocoth subtle
and direct will ap-eal to you. ~nyway on the strensth
of this I wm sending you =z complimentary advince copy
O&gt;f his CULLECTED POTiIS which we will publish on March

[ff as 1 suspect you are moved by this poetry and would
care tc send us &amp; line or two about it we would attempt
co use it tu bring 2 l=rzer ounlic tn this poet and to
A em oR PONO Te ~

Sincerely vours.

cea. ld rl p
nbert i. MacGrezy |

“Anos Oirsatar

— Avs — gm ~~ AC fr na - ANN 4 ~ AN CC KANE FY,DMMr
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13 March 1953

My Dear Dr, Wiener:

You are so much in demand in thew York that it required
less than a day of inquiries to arrange a full (but I hove not
boo taxing) schedule of activities for you.

Here itv

ho March 26 —= 11:30: a pre-telecast interview with Dave
Garroway, master of ceremonies of the television program "Today",
the most important early morning television show. The actual de-
tails of the program (to be broadcast Marchl27) are given below.

March 26 —= 12:45-2 P.M.: The lary hargaret McBride Show.
No need to tell you about this program on which you have appeared
before, It is, by far, the most vopular women's-interest program
 Mm radio.

March 26 — L P.M.: Interview with John Hutchens for the
Herald Tribunet!s Sunday Book néview.

March 26 —= 5:30 P.M. Interview with Miss Rochelle Gerson
for The Saturday Review Syndicate, a book feature which 1s carried
by over 45 major and semi-major daily newspapers all over the conntry,

March 27 — 7-10 A, M.,: "Today", telecast on more than LO
stations throughtut the country, has an encrmous pulling power and
sells books more effectively than any other t.v. program, It requires
your rising in the wee small hours and being at the studio for three
separate interviews (between 7 and 8, 8 and 9, and 9 and 10), but it is
well worth the inconvenience,

March 27 —~ 4 P.l.: Interview with Lewis Wizhols for the New
fork Times Sundav Book R€view.

March 27 -- 12

I've arranged for you to
The time factor here may

Midnight to 2 A.M.: The Barry Gray Radio Show.
interviewed as soon after midnight as possible.
inconvenience vou and vou: may have some objections

3 o



Jr. Norbert Wiener 13 March 1953

to the fact that the show is broadcast from a kind of cocktail
lounge. But Gray, a controversial figure in New York, has a
large, loyal -~ and primarily Jewish --~ following in this area,
[f your objections are sufficiently strong, let me know and 1t11
cancel the appearance, but I'm convinced that it is well worth
ur while.

I realize this is a pretty large order, Dp. Wiener,
out one that is best calculated to bring the book to the attention
of many millions of peorle.

Cordially,

(bla. Ue
Allan Morris

Als je

Jr, Norbert Wiener
Jepartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
&gt;ambridge, Massachusetts,



March 13, 12963

Mr, S,B. Hitchner
Depertment of Veterinary Sclence
University of Massachusetts
imherst, lase,

Dear Mr. Hitchner:

Thank you for your recent letter. I should like to
ise the followings title for my tzli: “The Motives end
egponeibilities of the Scientist.”

[ plen to drive to Asherst with my wife, lesving Cem-
bridge in mid-morning on Wednesday, April 15, I would
he most appreciative of a hotel reservation for the
1ignt of April 15th which would be avalleble for our
sce by mid-afternoon, My understanding of your plans
For me 1s that there 1s to be 2 dinner ct 6:30, and
that my talk 2 1~ berin 2t about 8:00,

[ hope thet thee
to you, ani 1
them, Meanwhy
and with your cher

~enagements will be cetisfectory
. heer from you snon bout

Jorward to my .silt with you
Sigma XY with - ‘t nlessure,

54 pg

“orbert “lensr



fsrch 15, 1953

Yr, Jerry Ksgan
department of Psychology, Yale University
333 Cedar Street
New Haven, Connecticut.

Dear Mr. Kagan:

The title which I propose for my talk to the Yale
Pgychology Colloquium on March 25th is "Can A Machine
3e Wiser than Its Maker?" This talk will be escgentially
5 review of Dr, Roes Aghby's recently published book,
Degizn For A Brain, which is excellent and provocative.

[ plan to come from Boston by trein arriving in New
Haven in the early afternoon, and to continue cn to
dew York efter my lecture. My understandlng ls that my
elk will set under way by 4:00, with tea preceding 1t
:t 3:30, I should be willing to remain in lew Haven
for en early dinner after the lecture Af you want me
to, but I want to get esterted on to H2w York by 8:00,
lecause I want to mske definite train reservations, I
should a-preciate knowlrg soon what train I could expect
to get from lew Haven to New York--which depends on
thet eupoer nlens you mey hove for me,

I look forwar
end your &amp;£C

ty om
= “ving from you, snd to meeting you

Toa 25th.

Qt amma32 “v yours,

lor‘orb ~rt WiNl €orier

-



Yzren 17, 1953

The Manager
The Hotel Chatham
Vanderbilt Avenue and 48th Street
New York, N.Y.

Dear Sir:

fy daughter and I spent several days at the Hotel
Shathamn after Curistmes, znd enjoyed our visit very
auch,

[ am to be in New York lster thls month and hope that
you will be abl= to nut me up arerin, I shall arrive
in the mid-eveninz ¢i'™ ~~ — March 25, and shell
leave at zbout noon on Saturdry, March 28, I hope you
can give me za single room "tl, bath for the nights of
Yarah 25, 0° pe

[ look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yvours,

Norbert Yienrry



Title: The statistical point of view in messages.
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Send Abstract to Miss Marean, Sec. to C. Adams, at
| Whirlwind, ) 19...

aria,

Memo to. |. 4 - dum

-
-

snvvicillucpuenes * AusenEnmmanIIWRSs
a rr Mexngh383301007 Eo “Jy ° “Vy oom"

Ce ..Room....... _—

203% (Auto-dorrelation

Seminar on the Integral of the Product of 2 Functions.

People from digital computer lab, servo-mechanisms,
interested in nolse analysis, meteorology, gRophysics,
but mostly in servo-type applkecations.

Would like non-technical, historical talk on how problem
of using auto-corr@lation in time series differs from
classical harmonic analysis, where does its main use
lie, what will be its use in the future? To acquaint
people with ideas which started all this, what 1t 1s
2onghis of doing for them. Talk like the programming

fron... Room.
wei AID AN BOGAND



Abstract of Professor Wiener's telk, "The Statistical

Point of View in ‘lesssges," to be delivered on Thursday,

isrch 12, 1953,

mescage is primsrily + wav oonv ng choices,

erefore necessary to consider

not only the individual meseage but the ensemble

of messages which might have been sent

5f this lecture 1s to develon the conscouences of this

sending a mes

pcint of vlew wlth respect to communicatlon engineering,

* ¢neenticlly + brench ofsnd to indicste hoe =

1tetistioczl mech



B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL FOUNDATION
5 BRYANT STREET

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY SIMMONS COLLEGE

- ’”

A TUFTS ¢CS| OLLEGE

—————

JACKSON COLLEGE

[Rowbridge 6-5894

RABBI HERMAN POLLACK

Director

UDITH ALPER

Assistant March 15, 1953

53 Ceder Rosé
Belmont, Massaclusetts

Dear Dr. T1an-=

de wish to thank you for beirg with us at our Ones Shebhat
on Friday evening. Your tall was irtere stirg, enlightening,
end entertaining, Je enjoyed listening to you and were very
olad that you could come, You sre a busy person, a foct
which we reelize and whicl: moles us epvreciate your comine
211 thz more,

Tharkyou, once “ore, for coming to speslr 7 a=
Forward to seeing end hearing To ac

Tooking

Sincerelw wours
“3

Tovatary MIT Hillel

A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION DEVOTED TO CULTURAL, RELIGIOUS AND COUNSELLING ACTIVITIES AMONG JEWISH STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES



T™H STRE=

~

=. BURTON FISHER

VICE PRESIDENT AND

MANAGING DIRECTOR March 16th, 1953

Mr, Na Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridgey 39, Masse

Dear Mr. Wiener:

We received your kind letter of March 13th,
and it will be a pleasure to have you stay
vith us ogaines It was a pleasure to read
that you enjoyed your last visit at The
“hathanme

A nice single room with bath will be reserved
for your arrival on Wednesday evening, March
260+h through the 28th.

Looking forward to your arrival with pleasure,
and please be assured of a warm welcome to
The Chatham, we are

Sincerely yours,

fBFsac

THT, CHATHAM

F. Burton Fisher
Vice President &amp; Managing Director
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(F. 238% Agderichs) Libeck, den 16, liErz 1952,

dehy ceshrcer =Zerr Prof. Lo. WL|) e nn oe

‘Anl&amp;dflich eines Vortrages, den ic» im hiesicen Hatnrwige--~2naft-

Lichen Verein (vorwirsend Phys ixer, Chemiker und 1i-~

Hand Ihres Buches iiber Zybernetil hielt, sind ni Cedanken

auf estolen, 4° (0 der Mitteilung wert ersche’ - “rr deut-

sche’s Buch "Mensch und ken chmaachine” “abe ici n = ~eht durch-

sehen kin.en, seln Zrscheinen ist mir erst nachhe~ hekanat ge-

worden),
Sie fuhren Ilazc bor fie mangelnde Sta “iner"frelien

Jirtsichaft," die nach einem viel verfochton ~anssatz sich

selbst am hesten regele. Sie nenten auch einl,. LT... lisse. die

lie lhonmscstasis' stiren. Die wlchitigsten von Ihnen nicht oo -

nannten sind meiner Ansicht nach

*y elne lrt psychologischer Rickkepplung (Leced-hank)
Stelgenis Preise relcen zum Lauf, ur nicht spiter nnch teurer kau-

Ten ru wissen, Xasufonrelz D&gt; owirkt verstirkte Hachfrace, die ver-

starkte Jda-hfrace treibt die Preise hoch,

Dieser IEidfluf® wirkt auch ungekehri: Fallenle Preise veranlas-

sen Z@uferzurilc:haltang, ‘um noch weitere Verbillisuns sb-uwarten,

Xauferzurickhaltung zibt weniger Hachfrase und dricit die Preise
ral er,

2, Mit noch vi birkerer Iwan.sldul okel ahew wirkt eine zwei-

be art von Dilek: We dle tbev das Geld seb, .

Jedes Unternehne Fabrikanlage, Farn oder Eaufhhaus , wird be-
veobet rach C SCO, den es durch sich hindurchschleus®d,

Auf diesen Wyrt beruhl selne Miglicikelti, Xrelite zu erhalten,

aredite sind Tintenzifo ern, die wie nmues Geld wplrken (3uchoeld),
A=-n . Jachfrage ernfhen und Jon Jeldstrom verstirken., Damit sseigst

nbeder die Bewertung ler Unternt'imen. y
: “ v \

serait umpekeliet der Geldstirom ins Stocken, so geht der Lftrag

cer Unternehmen =wuriick, danlt ihre Zowertung;{ibrigens auch ile

Preise der Vorrite)., Dle Iredibe verlieren dle Sasis;Tintenziflern

nds en gelds€hty werden. Die Verninieruns; des I cugeldes dries

dcn Geldstiow veiter herunber BesS.w.

Cfrenbar haben die amerikanischen Wirtscha tler die swidcende
ranht Fingbhes ndere dicaer Tatrteran Ant arom TUciklzonn lun. im Terr



1929 nicht _ekann', sonst wire es unverstindlich, dal sie von

1929 bds 1272 nichls uvnlernomien haben und im reichsten Lende 2

er Felt es au 15 Millionen Arbeibolosen und Hun ermirschen kop-

ney 1° n~Re~

Ich darf von mir peraesn? Xvbernetilk

30 rechtzeltl, Jdurchschsa. w_ toeln,

jie einem einfachen unbekar iiry --w0%e stelien,

lahin gewirkt habe, dal dc. oo... «euteLo Tchekanzler EB roil-

lng 1931 nach der britisfhen ibwertuns nich’ durch eine De-

flationspolitik diesen Mechanismus gegen 82s ohnehin measchwichtbe

Deutschland noch einmal ‘n verschivfter Form in Gang sebzte,

Aber gegen Cie Uakenntnis naBgebender ILelte war nicht aufrukonmen.

Dac L,gebnleslll, 7 Milli nen Arheitslop wnd die Macher reifung

Litlers!

Dal sie June eine pnasan. rinéhalftspol lil hitle verhindert

Jorden Wonue h, er;iblb sive Jot Bodeplel Crahdlitoniilions , wo

ile in 2leichem iufstisg belfiudlifohe Lnsley-Dartel zarfic’, als
Iie Leute Lrbhoif beliaren, Zo. Jer Iovhed Jitlera Tricelte es 1931

“LE 1832 uch achon bhetroBeolhtlict,
.

i-eine Uberlegun_en huben rieh oul elie Lode woread Sling Celiihrt

C0 Ih Tir avebauflhis Dulte nd wen Jdolnwall vitteilan miclse,
,

ira proporitlanaie Verinderuny vena Geldncuge, Werten unl Trelsan

wirTe Zo onn Top genzen TerkPliole en nichts Ealora, Trost mun nun,

7.8 dle Projorilonnlltit 7 0 il rach, as Tom. bo mon suf dis vers

mar elm _egnommrn deldvern Tl icltunmen aller Anh, Lice alnd cowl oem-

allen dle oo menslIon sand tionierten InWar Xnnten., Un sic zu hetfuiien

mul 1or Sehuliner J21d sm osleh hiernansliehen, und in fSicoer ai ohat-

my oeroihh sich zine enane Poavallale cur Llektrizitit: Zeld=aintion

* sleniroian, etButror Slelash Sleltrlcher Strom, Preise -leich
sochtronctovincher rafts (IRE. Jens nun dle Drolse sinker

smisprichl dle Wirtseha®l elnem Lodell wit vielfeseh vectellter ELT.

in der durch Ligmdere Soh praravorsin_e en Teil Jer 3 tromwese

Jie _eosnnlon Seldve sPlizantun_cen) uF voller Sheoratirte enal-

en werden wlissen, nuch wen: die IIL abeinkh, und bel der nun

flr die helen (Mutz 1-)Ztromwese viel went Jer Uhriz hlaibt, als
er proportionalen Vérnln’oring Ju.ch dle osunkencn Preise enh

soricht, -- Meine auf Grund dieser iodellvorstelluns jemachie Vor-

Aus ange choobischer Zusbinde hat sich jedenfalls uncrfrenlicher-
@ i /

velze clanzend bewalirheitet, Ich halte aber diese Lodellvorstoel-

lung fir ausb-ufihie und u,U, ‘veeignet, das Verhaltben einer _eei-

121 achematisierlien Wirts Lalt even ir-end welche Einflilce =n



priifen, Da Zilc vielfach auch solshe Aufgaben bearbeiten, in démen

Boboter aly Simulaker dienen, so mag dieccer Hinwelzs fiir 3ie ven

Inleresse act

Jedenlalls scheint mir, dal man auf diesem deve welterkomub,
:1s wenn man sich nur auf Z-itreiarmT nichts von der

"kechanik" der Rick¥opplung enthalten.

Die Zemerkuncen in Ihrem Ruch las en nicht ergarten, Jal viele

imerixaner aus d-~ I “~hrunzen von 1929 bis 070 celernt hdben,

sondern nur, Jd-° “on gang Bulerlichen IZrscheinunzsforme n

orientieren, Dol - © meinbar foritschritblichen Vertreter

ler VWissenachaft z.7 v. © heute wieder hefiiz umstiis-

“en werden, .mindester~ 1 ITu—~pz ist (Jz auch Lezeichnend,

Ich YWhoupte nun nit "le Wochdruck auf Grund zvonzigiahriger

Janchprifuny méner JUhericrzuncep dal die Skononmische Wissenschaft
&lt;eine Aussichit hat. ave cn Zustande ‘der Charlatanérie heraus zU-

om: en, solange si ar Jem Dogmayd festhilt:

Geld =Geldzeichen in Cegensitynd, und Gel® Grldschritt,
zine Zohlung, al: | I" igniz dlrTen nit der lei “ea Malein-

“elit (ork, Dolla: geo” "dem gleichen Wort Geld belegt und

ronseguent verwechselt wend.

=s 1sb ‘er gl~liche Foliler, den ein Phvsiker begzehen wilrlde, wenn

sr Llelrtron { ~rincendes Jeldzeichen) und wwantensorun~ {Jeld-

seiritt) nicht suseinanderhalien wirde , etwa Indem eu. Tolteledron

wr, ais ein: ausTilhrlichere Bezalichnun der Jortes Llewtron ane

sehen wirde

23 dleser Verwermhglunsm =HBne-- stunzen er-

zlZran, Ti, Tov Tarhe Art der

Rick opnlun srofen Ieil auf diedon “— ow)

len Jnochauun © Teven, -Jie Vesweondlung er-

3ibt sich sheer 1 traziiche~ mit zwinsender Jolre-

richtiskeit aus - mr, Jie colon Jas Eleinking macht,

las zum ersten IL 7 ebwas kauft, aus dem Rechenunterricht in sen

schulen und den Buch fihrungssewohnhelitea des Zoufmannes, Lie Gel=

steshaltung antwors © av» a” die frages’ lung: wile beanupte ich

leh innerhalb eines Seoe bear Systems. 3 0L aber “éine Antwordh

 ulm dte Frage: Is. &amp; 0 mane Lyatem ghab.l? Woon nein,warum nicht?

Lazu sehdrt ein v331I0 ne i Zerifissysten, velches folroende An-
forderun_en’ zu erfiillen hitir

1 Geldvorginge und Vorginie des Giterkreisl-ufes aind setvrennt
“1 he cohral hen



2, Dabel ist

and celdschr

3, Geldkreic?

tion @3tit
verden -

sleichung

sbrencgbens auf die Unbter.cheidunz voy Jeldzeichen on te teWeer emer

© Gluterkreislauf fiirfen aur ber die Xorrela-

enteprichit Celdachritien&gt;y vérbun.en werde n
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Jbrlizens have ich wish) nichi “amit begniigt, die 2rn_ es -“-~nen Richt-
linien =u erarbeiten, scadern sic in einem Umfar nu Tihrt, dar

meiner Ansicht nach ihre Fruchthirkelt seni nF -r* * “daszes

Buch trigt den Titslf"Dolchstol dir II Z1le" uw = Jhotokonle

in mehreren Zxemplaren nach Amerika gemeben woo’ die

1 oover Institute and Library on War, Pevolution oa Peace

Stanford University, California, Ich habe aber den ITindruc' ce-

wonnen, dai dort an vie! Japler volljesehricrben wird, alu pda’ eir

Staatsmann, der das alles wverdaubt hat, noch pra%hissh etwas zn

'eisten 1lmstande ist,

Konnen Sie nicht den Einfluwl FOF °

benCe Holle als Initiator der Kyberneti _.

Jaf ¢inmaldas hier angedeutete Iroblem der Gelankensteueruns
nit allem Zrnct angefalt wind? Lan wird auf manches Problem sto-

Ren, welches mit ‘der Ublichen Ausdruckswelse fiberhaupt nicht zu

sehen ist, Und wenn sich das Zrgebnlis als unbrauchbar herausstel-~

len sollte, so verpflichiet Ja nichts |, irgend welche Honseuuen.

Zen ‘u-rviehen,

~er zwelbte Teil meines Iriefrs soll elne andere Art von xyberne-

biccher Retrachbtunmswelse anschneiden, die Ihnen vielleich! auc h

noch new ist,

Ler senach , der die Welt wit seln~r Anwesenhe!

sich von ihr in © nem TU = NT,

Liese Art von kykerneti. Diekmelae, 0 «1 eine _rofle Rol-

le, Schon das aind verlunt ° Toes mL &lt;leinen

anliegen ernst nimnt; unzeni hs kann schwerwiegende
Toloen haben, = Li Industrie . hobenn herauspefunden, da”

Lie fnerie nouns Jer Arteit ndwie seartete

“ervorhtebuns aus Jer [ase ve nohe gewerie wird

21s hoher ohn und such puf 2 Jtun_  telgoernd wirkh,

Lan kann in diesem Tusam enhan_ icy &amp; Nilnweisenr, dal Tel Lume

bleiben jedsr Eickeeldung, wie sle 2... w.. .:wecenhelt in édinen

sehnellbdtenden Raunfzur Zoliza hal, do» PN. oh in hilchstes seslische

Tad TnI] LD
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YALE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

333 CEDAR STREET

NEW HAVEN - CONNECTICUT

March 16, 1953

pr. Norbert yiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massschusetts

Near Dr. Wiener:

I will meet you at 3:30 at the
informeticn desk of the Institute on 333 Cedar
Street. Some of our students would like to have
dinner with you and we promise to put you on the
7:54 train for New York. I hope that this will
he convenient for you.

Sincerely yours,
-e

=F Kagan



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
COLLEGE OF "1 GRICULTURE, MADISON 6

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM March 16, 1953

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridege., Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

We would very much like to have available,
for faculty and graduate student use, copies of your
article entitled: "Speech, Language, and Learning.m

Would it be possible for you to supply us
with two reprints of this article? They would be
greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Bry Kearl
As iate Professor

;

)—
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10 MITCHELL PLACE

NEW YORK 17. N.Y.

darcn lc, 1953.

Dear Norbert:

Thank you very much indeed for sending me
an advance copy of your book. I was quite unable to
put it down once I started reading it. It would
take almost a book to outline the various comments
tniat I would like to make on it, and I will spare
you that.

Since all of us are essentially egoists I was
naturally most interested in the points where your
story touched mine. The lawyer nmmed Hall was Rob-
ert Hall, an old friend of my parents. I spent a
part of a day with him-long enough to realize that
ne had a brilliany mind. He was a truly tragic fig-
are. I can tell you a bit more of his histry if you
are interested.

I have met Professor Ransom several times and
have liked him. His daughter married Randy Ash-
ton, bfother of my sister's husband. Truly the
academic world is a small one with numerous and in-
cricate interlinkages.,

I was wost impressed with your description of
thie process of mathematical research. It is about
as different as possible from the kind that I do.
For amusement I liked the story of your connection
with tne Encyclopaedia Americana. You told me quite
a little about it om our canoe trip, and I was glad to
get it again.

As I have intimated I could go on like this
forever, but both you and I have other jobs.

My regards to lirs. Wiener

Sincerely yours,
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10 Mitchell Place
New York 17, New York

March 16, 1953

Degr Norhert:

Thank you very much indeed for sending me an advance copy
&gt;f your book. I was quite unable to nut it down once I
started recding it, It would take almost a book to outline
“he various comments thet I would like to make on it, and
I will spare you that,

3ince all of us are essentially egolsts I was natnrally
nost interested in the points where your story touched
nine, The lawyer named Hall was Robert Hall, an old friend
&gt;f my parents. I spent a part of a day with him - long
enough to realize that he hed a brilliant mind, He was 2
truly tragic figure. I cen tell you a bit more of his
1lstory if you are interested.

I have me Professor Ransom several times 2nd have liked
nim. His daughter msrried Randy Ashton, brother of my
sister's husband. Truly the academic wcrlé is a small one
vith numerous and intricate interlinkazee,

[ was most impressed with your description cf the process
of methemetical resezrch, It is about as different as
possible frem the kind thet I do. For amusement T liked
the story of your connection with the Encyclopaedie Ameri-
ana. You told me quite a little etout it on our canoe
trip, end I was #1-d to get 1t again.

As I herve intimated. I ce?" go on like thin
both yeu end I heve ct™

forever, but

Sincerel r vours,

(signed) Duncan

Duncan MacInnes

vey
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kK. I. ER CENTER, 637 ¥" Avenue, New York 20 « TELEPHONE Circle 5-6400

March 16, 1953

Dear Dr, Wiener:

You will be interested, I am sure,
in the enclosed uncorrected proofs of Sloan Wilson's
review of EX~-PRODIGY to appear as the leading piece
in the March 28 edition of the Saturd~y Feview., This
means that there will be a picture ci yourself on
the cover, I hope the art work is geod.

Time is also running a review, but
we have seen no copy of it,

I look forward to seeing you on
publication day - that is, if Allan Morris has left
you enough time to say hello to me. Would you prefer
to have me send the check due you on publication day
or would you like to get it in person down here?

TJ 7 oAprAE~TT

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Dept. of Mathematics
MIT
Cambridge Mass

hws:1f
enc.
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ORBERT
Wien -

er’s just
nublished autobi-
ography, ‘‘Ex-
Prodigy,”* is in-
ceresting chiefly
oecause it is a
‘ragment of an as-
‘onishing man. It
is only a small
fragment—it tells
the story of his life
from his birth in 1894 until 1926, when
at the age of thirty-one he was mar-
vied. It is a reserved almost reti-
cent account of youth, and it be e-
iy hints at Wiener’s extraordinary
work since 1926. But to anyone who
znows anything about the man, it is
a fascinating book. For this reason
‘he best way to review this autobi-
ography is to discuss its author.

He is a short heavy man with a
beard, a scientist and a professor at
MIT. He is known to the public
chiefly as the author of a book called
‘Cybernetics,” and of another called
“The Human Use of Human Beings.”
Both volumes deal with communica-~
:ions and control in both man and
machine. To people who don’t know
him very well, he is also thought of
as a somewhat eccentric professor-—
a1 man who likes to throw peanuts in
he air and catch them in his mouth,
ind a genius who shows an unscien-
iific capacity for overbidding at
oridge. There are those who feel glee
n pointing out that in spite of his
sxtraordinary mind he is only fairly
zood at chess.

To point out such foibles is like
seeking: flaws: in the pyramids. As a
matter of fact, the title of the auto-
biography—"‘Ex-Prodigy”—is ironic,
although it was probably not planned
that way. Wiener is interesting be-
»ause he entered college at the age of
aleven, but he is more interesting
oecause he is chiefly responsible for
the thinking that led to the great elec-
vronic brains and calculating ma-
~hines which, among other things.
nay cause a second industrial revo-

ution, one in which machines will
asventually take over the work of
many men's minds just as they have
already taken over the work of many
men’s hands. And what is even more
sertinent, he is both a scientist who
aas helped to devise incredible weap-
wns of destruction and a humaritarian
»f unusual sensitivity. Because of
his, he is confronted by contradic-
ions which every American. citizen
‘wees —only he aus gum oh ~pped
right in his lap. He worries about the
jestruction new weapons may cause,
ind about the unemployment the un-
wise introduction of new labor-saving
devices might bring about.

In spite of his scientific achieve-
ments, he is anything but a “big shot’
in the usual sense of the phrase. His
&gt;ffice at MIT is less pretentious than
that of the junior personnel man at
nost large corporations. His house in
Belmont, Mass., might easily be occu-
pied by the owner of a fairly suc-
ressful small-town hardware store
His reason for avoiding the trimmings
»f wealth, power, and prestige is
simple: “I don’t have time for them.”

He has a strong inclination to like
and trust people, but he is not a dear,
kind old scientist who except for his
technical ability has the mind of a
child. “Don’t make a Little Nell out
of me,” he says. “They've made a
“ittle Nell out of Einstein, and I think
‘t’s insulting to the man.”

Although he occasionally gets angry
ind depressed and terribly tired, he’s
not a half-crazy genius. He's had
plenty of emotional problems, but
1e’s beaten them.

He's very much a citizen ¢f the
world, but he’s not an internationalist
in the sense of putting other coun-
tries above his own. He likes to point
but that the Russian scientists, even
in these days when Russia is invent-
ing everything but the American flag,
are careful to give him credit for his
published work when they describe
their variations of it in international
scholarly journals, but that Pravda
ras called him “a fat, cigar-smoking
slave-scientist.”

“I'm fully aware that I wouldn’t
‘ast ten minutes in Russia,” Wiener
said a few weeks ago. “I have no de-
sire to move from the amateur witch
burners here to the professional ones
here.”

Although he is not only a great
mathematician, but a physicist, an
angineer; and an expert in almost all
the physical sciences, he is more than
a scientist. He speaks at least six lan-
guages, is uncommonly knowledge-
able about art and literature, and has
a doctor's degree in philosophy. Still.
ne is not, as, 2 psychiatrist once de-
scribed him, “A man whose intelli-
gence is so far above normal that he
must feel as you or I would if we were

living in a world of ten-year-olds—
ten-year-olds who were just as big
as we were physically, and had the
same political and legal rights.” Of
‘EX-PRODIGY: My Childhood and Youth. By

Vibert Yemen. New York: Simon &amp; Schuster.
SLOAN WILSON
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:hat opinion, Wiener says, “Nonsense!
[f ladies weren't present, I'd use a
stronger word than that. Except for
1 few highly developed skills, I'm the
same as everybody else.”

This is the man, then, whose youth
s described in the book “Ex-Prodigy.”
With the author’s permission, here is
1 condensed version of the story the
cook tells—with some extra material

1e gave in conversation thrown in,
and much fascinating material left
rut to meet space requirements.

The story of Norbert Wiener really
segins with his father, who to some
legree, at least, was responsible for
making his son a prodigy. The father,
Leo Wiener, grew up in Poland.
After an impoverished but brilliant
scholastic career, during the course
of which he abandoned the study of
nedicine because autopsies offended
1im, he and a friend tried to organ-
ze a vegetarian-humanitarian-social-

st utopia in Central America. That
dream didn’t last long, and at the age
&gt;f eighteen, Leo Wiener found him-
self in New Orleans with only fifty
cents in his pockets. His first job was
n a factory where cotton was baled
oy an enormous machine. When a

‘riend fell into the machine and was
sadly hurt, Leo Wiener quit. After
rvorking as a waterboy on a railroad,
as a farmer, and many other things,
1e capitalized on his linguistic abili-
ies and got into teaching. In 1894,
when Norbert Wiener was born, his
‘ather was a professor of modern
anguages at the University of Mis-
souri. Soon afterward, the father
moved to Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and joined the Harvard staff, where
he became a distinguished professor.
de spoke about forty-six languages,
10t counting the various dialects of
many of them. He was a vegetarian
and an anti-vivisectionist. He hated
tilling anything for any reason. This
hen was the father of Norbert
Wiener and, it could be said, an an-
cestor of the electronic brain.

The Wieners were Jews by heri-
age, but not in religion—they were
Jnitarians. Norbert was not brought
1p as a Jew, and didn’t even know
he was one until he reached adoles-
cence. From infancy he was different
rom other children. He doesn’t re-
member now when he began to talk,
rut at the age of eighteen months
1e learned the alphabet. He started to
read at the age of three. Due to clum-
siness, he had a terrible time learning
to write, and in arithmetic classes he
insisted on counting on his fingers
ong after the other children had
stopped. He was slow in learning the
multiplication tables and in memo-
rizing anything. At the age of eleven
ne was an educational curiosity. He
was reading more than the average
adult scho.ar. He "was in the fourth
grade, had consumed countless sci-
entific books, but was so confused by
arithmetic that his father took him
nut of school and taught him algebra,
which he thought might appeal more
:0 his imagination.

That was the beginning of a strange,
ruitful, but terrifying relationship
netween father and son. Wiener dis-
~usses all this in his autobiography
rithout bitterness. That is one of the
most extraordinary aspects of the
j00k, for most people would have
wound up hating such a father. The
‘act is that the senior Wiener bullied
ais son, shouted at him, occasionally
struck him, and demanded an impos-
sible level of performance. A weaker
child undoubtedly would have col-
apsed under such treatment—but the
boy wasn’t weak. Looking back today,
Wiener with the scientist's concern
‘or truth, does not gloss over the
reatment he received from his fa-
ther, but he understands the “intel-
ectual passion,” as he says, which
~aused it. “There was neither cruelty
jor cheap ambition in anything my
‘ather did,” he said recently.

When Wiener was eight years old,
ae relates in his book, his overworked
syes began giving him troukle, and
a doctor ordered him to stop r~ading
‘or six months. It was during this pe-
‘iod, he believes, that he developed
~is remarkable memory and ability to
do mathematics in his head. “During
‘he next years,” he writes in his auto-
siography, “without excessive diffi-
-ulty, but with a severely lacerated
self-esteem, I labored under my fa-
‘her’s tutelage. . . .”

In 1903 his father bought a farm in
‘he country about twenty miles out-
side Cambridge. A year later the boy
at the age of nine entered the local
sublic high school. The next year he
was put into the senior class, and
graduated the following June.

Wiener was not yet twelve years
old when he was enrolled as a fresh-
man in Tufts College near Boston. He
wrrived at Tufts literally dressed in
short pants—he didn’t get long trou-
sers until he graduated. In his book
ae says, “I was not so much a mixture
»f child and man as wholly a child for
surposes of companionship and near-
iy completely a man for purposes of
study.” His confusion was compound-
sd by a strange fact which Wiener
reports today without the slightest
malice; his father said publicly that
his son’s success was due to the meth-
»d of training, rather than any ex-
septional natural ability. He wrote
magazine articles saying that. The
ov had to shoulder the burdens of
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‘he great speed-up—but his father
ook the credit.

It took Wiener only three years to
so through Tufts, with full academic
nonors. It wasn’t easy. At one time

ne got terribly disturbed about the
amateur vivisection of a guinea pig
in a biology laboratory. He was then,
as he is now, a vegetarian, and that
was one of many things which set
him apart from his fellow students.
His emotions were difficult to govern,
and he was still physically clumsy.
“I had not realized until now how
nuch the three years at Tufts had
taken out of me,” he writes in his
book. “I was exhausted, but I could
not stop the wheels from going
around, and I could not rest. I did not
prosper physically. Every time I got
a scratch I festered mildly, and I was
In a continual low fever.”

At the age of fourteen, Wiener en-
tered Harvard as a graduate student.
He was so clumsy that he was unable
to do laboratory experiments. His
handwriting was still so bad he
couldn’t take effective notes, but he
didn’t need to—his memory took care
of that. He plunged through the most
advanced courses in a variety of sub-
jects, and got his doctor’s degree at
he age of eighteen.

Then began a really hard period.
He was much too young to get a job
commensurate with his education. He
doundered around, sometimes teach-
ing, sometimes working as a hack
journalist, sometimes unable to get
any work at all. His trials were in-

creased by the belated discovery that
in spite of the fact that he had been
brought up as a New England Uni-
tarian, the world regarded him as a
Jew, and he was subject to the full
prejudices of a prejudiced era in New
England. When World War I came, he
was tormented by fears both of being
killed and of killing, but finally tried
sc get a commission. He was turned

down several times on the grounds
that he wasn’t proper officer material.
Convinced that he still had a duty
toward his country, he enlisted as a
srivate shortly before the end of the
war, and served several miserable
months doing petty mathematical jobs
‘or the army. In 1919, at the age of
twenty-four, he was honorably dis-
charged, and got a job as an instruec-
tor at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Soon afterward he mar-
ried Margaret Engemann, who taught
languages at Juniata College in Penn-
sylvania.

Wiener’s autobiography ends at
¢his point, but he makes a few ex-
ceptions to the time limitation he
‘imposed on himself. The chief excep-
tion is his discussion of another prod-
gy named W. J. Sidis, and the diffi-
ulties Sidis had with the press in
general and The New Yorker in par-
ticular.

The concern Wiener shows for
Sidis in his autobiography obviously
stems from his application of, “There
out for the grace of God go 1.” In dis-
cussing Sidis with Wiener, it is nec-
essary to remember that he still
mourns Sidis’s tragic life and death,
and fiercely protects his memory. It
is Wiener’s attempts to preserve the
dignity of Sidis’s reputation which
have led him to take up many of his
old friend’s battles.

Wiener met Sidis when the two of
shem were among five child prodigies
studying at Harvard. Of the five, one
lied shortly after graduation, one was
Adolf Berle, who became Under-Sec-
retary of State for a while, and the
third was Roger Sessions, who made
a reputation as a composer. Even

when he was at college, Sidis, who
vas two years younger than Wiener,
was a tragic figure. His father, a psy-
chiatrist, had given him the same sort
of educational speed-up Wiener had
experienced, but Sidis didn’t have
WViener’s bull-like strength. Although
1e was undoubtedly a mathematical

genius, he spent most of his time
alone, indulging in his hobby of col-
.ecting streetcar transfers. Newspa-
pers and pseudo-scientists were al-
ways doing stories on the child prodi-
Zies, and special attention was given
nis weaknesses. The press particularly
celebrated two mournful events:
Sidis’s failure at his first job and his
arrest for carrying a banner in a
radical procession a little while later.

There are always people who glory
in the failure of another, and this
.endency is multiplied tremendously
when a child prodigy fails. All the
iealousies and resentments of the
aormal individual toward a person
with above-normal intelligence found
a target in the helpless Sidis. Wiener
was keenly sympathetic toward Sidis
and resentful of the press. He himself
nad once picked up a magazine and
found an article written by an “edu-
cational psychologist” who described
him by name and listed all his peculi-
arities, such as his clumsiness and his
difficulty in getting along with people.
“It’s one thing for me as an adult to

look back and discuss these things
now, and quite another to see one’s
weaknesses paraded publicly while
one is suffering from them,” Wiener
said recently. “Sidis was treated with
almost unbelievable cruelty.”
Sidis had a complete nervous

breakdown which lasted for many
years. Even when he partially re-
covered, he refused to go to his
‘ather’s funeral, and was a ghost of
r man who avoided responsibilities of
ny kind. ‘All during the years when
Niener gradually conquered his dif-
iculties and rose in the world. Sidis
vent down
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Shortly before World War II, Sidis
was working as a calculator at MIT.

He had pulled himself together
enough to make a living. All he want-
ed was to go on collecting streetcar
.ransfers from all over the world, and
to be let alone. “Let me make it clear:
Sidis wasn’t a charity case,” Wiener
said recently. “He was an extremely
‘ast and accurate calculator, but he
wouldn't take any responsibility, and
still had difficulty working with
neople.”

The men at MIT knew Sidis’s his-
ory and understood him. He was
siven jobs' within his capacity, and
ne was protected. His greatest com-
fort was that the press had forgotten
nim, and he at last had found pri=
vacy.

Then, in 194 , The New Yorker ran
1 series of articles entitled, “Where
Are They Now?” and turned the pub-
‘ic spotlight on Sidis again.” Wiener
says today that probably Sidis cooper-
ated with the writer of the article.
There certainly are those who feel
‘he article was a fair one, and that a
magazine is justified in writing up
anyone it chooses. Regardless of that,
Wiener said recently that Sidis felt
The New Yorker article pictured his
father as a fiend and himself as a fool.

Sidis sued The New Yorker, and in
‘ull accordance with the strict inter-
retation of the libel laws the maga-
zine won the resulting suit. The basis
of The New Yorker's victory, Wiener
says, was the last twist of the knife
for Sidis: it was proved that he hadn’t
lost his job at MIT, so the article
couldn't be said to have hurt his
sarning capacity. Soon after Sidis had
nis day in court, he died. Wiener
writes in his book that he doesn’t
know how he died.

Wiener’s own successes have made

:he tragedy of Sidis seem all the more
soignant to him. He hasn’t written
about his adult successes; his auto-
olography merely mentions them in
sassing. He has, however, had two
najor triumphs—one in his profes-
sion and one-in his private life. Both
epresent victories over tremendous
»dds, and in the light of them his book
about his youth takes on added mean-
ng.

The big obstacle he had to over-
come in his professional life was his
reputation as a child prodigy. A for-
mer child prodigy is rarely popular,
and he has to accomplish something
iremendous to avoid being counted a
‘ailure—an ordinary success would be
:aken as an anti-climax. In a curious

vay, the scientific world, by placing
Wiener in a position where he had
0 do miracles to get any praise at
all, has continued what his father
regan.

To understand what Wiener has
done in his profession, it is helpful to
think of the universe as one large
continent, only a small part of which
has been explored. The frontier is
the limit of human knowledge. On
ne side of the frontier is all the in-
‘ormation piled up by countless gen-
srations. On the other side is the
boundless jungle of the unknown.
Most people never get anywhere near
‘he frontier, because ‘they never
earn all that is already known about
any subject. Wiener’s exhausting edu-
;ation had one advantage: his father
:ook him by the hand and led him
:0 the edge of the jungle. Most of his
ife he’s been exploring.

He's made two major discoveries,
sven the names of which only a high-
ly trained mathematician can under-
stand: Generalized Harmonic Anal-
ysis .and the Universal Tauberian
Theorem. Mathematical theories like
hese are actually abstract rules of
sature which can often be applied
specifically to a variety of physical
sciences to show new ways things
can be done. Wiener has been highly
unusual in that he knows so much
about physics, engineering, and many
sther sciences that after finding a
new mathematical idea he can show

‘he specialists what to do with it.
It’s useless for a person who is not

» mathematician to try to understand
he ins and outs of Wiener’s theories
—and he dislikes trying to explain
them to people who only pretend to
be capable of learning them. He said
a few weeks ago that he can get on
serfectly well with people who have
‘he training to know what he’s talk-
ing about, and with people who have
nc intellectual pretensions in his field
—it’s the in-between people he likes
to avoid. The results of his thinking—
or some of them, at least—are per-
‘ectly understandable to anyone.
however.

One result is the electronic brain.
Another is the guns which automati-
cally track aircraft. Still another is
the “automatic factories” built by
the chemical industry, and which
other industries probably will con-
struct before long, factories which
employ five or ten technicians instead
of hundreds of workers. Such worri-
some wonders. and many other devel-
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»pments, are simply the first fruits of
seneralized Harmonic Analysis. More
an be expected, for there is a tre-
nendous lag between the time a
nathematician gets an original theory
ind the time engineers learn how to
ase it. In Wiener’s case, the time lag
s enormously reduced, for he can
show specialists what the possibilities
ire; but even so, it takes a long time
‘or enough people to learn his ideas
‘0 allow production of anything the
oublic can see. There are now only
ive or ten men who can give courses
n the engineering uses of ideas Wie-
rer had twenty years ago.

Wiener doesn’t spend much time
leveloping the applications of his
deas; he'd rather turn that job over
'0 specialized experts. Science is any-
‘hing but a one-man show, and lit-
erally thousands of men with differ-
ant skills contribute to “the inven-
sion” of something like the electronic
orain. Wiener rarely sticks around to
zet credit for the final stages of any-
thing; as soon as he’s sure in his own

mind that a machine such as the elec-
‘ronic brain can be built, and has
shown the physicists and others the
theory of how to do it, he likes to
drop it and dive back into the jungle
to look for something new.

Lately, however, he has become
tascinated with ways in which some

of his ideas can be turned to helping
the handicapped. He thinks he can
show how the iron lung can be im-
proved by taking nerve impulses from
the brain to whatever muscles are left
‘n a paralyzed person, and making
them control the mechanism of the
artificial breathing apparatus. He's
thought of a way to translate spoken
words into impulses a stone deaf per-
son can feel and understand. Some-
lay he thinks artificial legs and arms
can be made with which an amputee
can feel. Such artificial limbs could be
used in a manner very similar to their
natural counterparts. Wiener is sure
the development of such things is
possible; he says it’s just a matter of
connecting the right mechanism to
the remaining sense organs according
to ideas which have already been
proved correct.
In addition to trying to help apply

some of his theories to aids for the
physically handicapped, Wiener is in-
terested in the search for new insight
into various forms of nervous and
mental disorders. The electronic brain
is proving of great help in this respect.
To understand how,it is necessary to
know something of this machine
about which so many sensational tales
1ave been told.

The reason why the electronic brain
s so hard to believe in at all is that
many of the sensational stories are
true. It is not just like a human brain
in its performance—it really is a crude
sort of brain. Fundamentally, it works
on the same principles as the human
orain. Of course, there are differ-
ances. The electronic brain fills a
.arge room, rather than a small skull,
It of course works electronically,
while the human brain works chemi-
cally. It can do some work much more

efficiently than the human brain; itis
aelping to speed up many kinds of
scientific research tremendously, for
it can do certain calculations in a few
anours which generations of human
oeings would require centuries to do.
{t has a memory—indeed it can refer

«0 a whole filing system automatically.
It even can exercise something
like what an executive would call
judgment” by referring to statistical
orobabilities. There is no particular
season, Wiener says, why it can’t
eventually be fitted with various elec-
tronic and mechanical devices which
would in effect allow it to see, hear,
and feel. A mechanical, electronic
‘moth” which automatically seeks
light and a “mole” which automati-
cally seeks darkness have already
been invented by other scientists.
Wiener considers such gadgets rather
slementary. It would be rather sim-
ple, he says, to fit mechanical hands
and legs to an electronic brain. The
present ones already type out their
indings.

In spite of these fantastic facts,
stories of scientists who could actu-
ally create living beings, and night-
mares of the machines becoming mas-
ters of the veonle are of course pop-
pycock. Although the electronic brains
operate on the same princivles as
human brains, they are a sort of crude
parallel development rather than an
actual reoroduction. There are so
many things the machines can’t do
that.a study of them leads to greater
awe at the miracle of the human mind
and body, rather than a depreciation
of it. The electronic brain works at
too low a level to produce ideas. It’s
a rather dull thing, really. It has no
imagination. It cannot exercise high
Jegrees of judgment. It has no love,
nc pride, no shame, no sense of beau-
ty. Although an electronic machine
probably could eventuallv be made to
do almost any one job a human being
can perform, no machine could even

attempt to do the great variety of
tasks even the least intelligent adoles-
ent finds easy. The machines are
idiculously overspecialized, com-
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pared to a human being, and they're
nothing to be afraid of in a fight—
anyone could lick one simply by pull-
ing out the plug. The machines will
always be slaves, and of course could
be dangerous only as the slaves of
evil or stupid men.

Wiener's chief immediate interest
In the electronic brain stems from the
fact that it was constructed with the
help of knowledge of the human
brain. Some of the discoveries con-
cerning its ills are applicable to -hu-
man disorders. The result is many
new clues to the long hidden secrets
of the human mind, and to the dark
mysteries of insanity. Wiener is just
as- anxious to track down these clues
as he is to help amputees.
It was Wiener’s knowledge of all

these possibilities inherent in the
original mathematical theories he'd
already found, and the itch to get
back in the jungle to look for more
new ideas which in a curious way

gave him enormous obstacles to over-
come in his search for a satisfactory

personal life. A well-known psychia-
trist in New York who has consulted
Wiener on brain research described
one difficulty when he said recently,
“He keeps seeing thousands of things
that could be done in science, and
he is always aware of the moral, so-
cial, and industrial consequences of
his findings. He pours an enormous
amount of energy into his work, and
he gets tired—more tired than you or
I could possibly imagine. Often he
gets confused and has terrible let-
downs. What you've got to remem-
ber is that he sees thousands of ave-
nues opening out into the future, and
has the mental ability to explore all
of them, but only a human amount
of energy and strength. Can you get
any idea of how exhausting and con-
fusing that could be?”

Wiener’s second handicap has been
the tendency his mind has to grab
hold of a problem and refuse to let go
until a solution has been found. The
result is that Wiener is preoccupied
most of the time. This gives him the
classic eccentricities of the absent-
minded professor, but more than that,
he has difficulty in relaxing and get-
ting any rest. His mind often con-
tinues to labor away even when he’s
asleep. Sometimes he'll wake up at
three o'clock in the morning with the
feeling that a problem he’s been
working on has just been solved. At
such times he'll pick up a pencil and
discover that he can put down the
answer in a few minutes. One of his

family says that she has often
awakened at odd hours to find him
rifling through her desk in a des-
perate search for writing materials.

Shortly after completing a lot of
work on automatically aimed guns
during World War II, Wiener said he
didn’t intend to work for big Govern-
ment defense projects. Wienersaid .a
few weeks ago that his reasonis: in
part his horror of the atomic and
hydrogen bombs, and in part his fear
that he would be too much hampered
by the requirements of secrecy. But
his main reason is that such work
simply isn’t his job. Weapons, includ-
ing the big bombs, are chiefly devel-
oped from original theories discovered
long ago, and Wiener says he’s never
been much good at applying old ideas
—he likes to roam around in the jun-
gle looking for new ones. Many of
the ideas he brings home result in
new weapons, of course, and the elec-
tronic brain is working away most of
the time on defense projects. This
Wiener regards with mixed emotions,
for although he is undoubtedly a
genius, some things are no clearer to
him than to anyone else. When he
talks about his political ideals and
fears, he sounds precisely like any
ordinary citizen of the United States.
The freedom of the individual must
be defended at all costs, he believes,
but he hopes there can be a minimum
of killing in the process.

Wiener gets particularly angry at
those who apparently feel the best
way to defend the freedom of the in-
dividual throughout the world is to
suppress it at home. The occasional
abuse of security regulations in sci-
ence enrages him. “If I were a trai-

tor,” he said recently, “I'd play ev-
erything carefully and get a respon-
sible job as an administrator of some

big defense project. Immediately upon
arriving, I'd slap one extra degree of
secrecy on every document, thus ef-
fectively hamstringing everyone, and
ensuring my own reputation as a pa-
triot.”

Wiener believes that the best long-
range security for the United States
lies in the loving protection of the
liberty of the sindividual. “Both our
recent scientific achievements and
those of Russia are based on ideas
found twenty or more years ago,” he
said recently. “At that time, Com-
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nunism was less efficient in suppress-
ng and censoring Russian scientists.
lt won't be possible for the Russians
‘0 get new fruit from old ideas indef-

‘nitely.”
Wiener engages in no cheap hate

»ampaigns against the Russians, and
te doesn’t underestimate the capa-
silities of many Russian scientists, but
t's hard to listen to him talk about
Russia without getting increased con-
Adence in the United States. Russian
science is at a pretty high level now,
“e says, “but it must soon show the
sterilizing influence of a bigoted and
~ompulsory orthodoxy.” As Wiener
sives more details about Russian sci-
ance, his meaning gradually becomes
slear; a scientist—or any human
seing—without freedom of thought
and action eventually becomes little
better than the electronic brain. Like
the electronic brain, a human slave
san develop old theories and carry
-n routine tasks, but he can’t produce
sew ideas. “You see,” Wiener ex-
olains, “you have to be free to ex-
&gt;lore.”

This is the man who describes the
Arst thirty-one years of his life in the
book, “Ex-Prodigy: My Childhood
and Youth.” It’s a volume well worth

‘he $400 the publishers are asking.











arch 16, 1953

ro. Pichard Cheney
sagaietrnt Mensging Editor, Steelways
550 Fifth Avenue
iw Yori 1, New York

Deszr Vr, Cheney:

‘hank you for sendin. legemenn: paper to me, I find
it richly intellicent znd well -ne., or, Lezemann hes
consulted with me esyliier, ane oo fees thel hue Xnove
thoroughly what I zm doing. 1 congratulate vou on
vetting his to work with you con this »-=- =

Cz
SL, Tourg,

Toy Wisner



erch 16, 1953

Mr, Henry Allen Mone
John Simon Guzgenheim Yemorlial Foundation
ARL Fifth Avenue
New York 17, New York

De ay Moe:

After the debacle of “alter Pitts, I am very hesitant to
write to you in behalf of another dandldste of my own. How-
aver, a situation hrs arieen in which I strongly wish to
recommend Dr. Armand Slegel for a Gugoenhelm Fellowship,
to run for next year, Siegel, an 4.1.7, Ph.D, &amp;nd a mem-
mer of the Boston University fa-sulty, was released from
nis duslesg there for this vear to do research work Jointly
vith me on 2 new foun’atior for avantum theory. The work
ts coming along splendidly, and Siegel has done his full
shere and more both in the theoretlezl work 2nd the writing
ap. Unlike Pitts, he 1s a mature man who tekes responsi-
pi 1ity well, end in hie work with me 1s fer from 2 yes-men,
ie hes been of grest value to me, and has shown himself
rossegsed of the gute to disagree with me when he thlnke
['m wrong.

[ had hoped that we could find a vnlace for him here, elther
~ermanently or semi-permanently, at least untill our present
line of research shows signs of runniog out--which it won't
Por several years, But budgets are tight =t M.I1.7., and
lt just doesn't s=rm to be possible to secure aldltional
norey from the Physice Department, which hes elresdy done
ne 2 greet favor by letting me have hls services so long.

I cen confidently rey tat Siegel is working on a rich
field, and h=s the intelli~ence, industry, and character
to get rich results out of 1t, I have a very high regard
Por him, and I hone that you people will be =ble t- do
somethins for him, even at this late dote

Simcer-ly vours,

Norher '*n=r



Trprch 12 1853

Mr, Allan Morris
Simon znd Schuster. Ine,
530 Fifth Avenue
ew York 20, Hew York

Dear Hr. Morric:

So far as I cen judge from the cold printed peoge, I can
ro throush with your orogram for the 206th and 27th, But
Aontt ad gnything to Lt unless you wiz $0 have on your
Nanda the usual murderer's problem of dlsrosing of the
body.

I ¢hall coms dn m on™ 2axday, the 20th, Tron Hew Haven,
And, if they 11 unve pe, T shall be staying at the Hotel
hii Shas around Lhe zoerner Prom vou

Shp ny

&gt;

M1

TYE
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RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
The State University of New Jersey

arch 17, 1953
DEAN OF MEN NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY

Or. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

It was indeed a pleasure to have you on campus last
veek. The students and members of the faculty who attended
the lecture were greatly stimulated by your remarks and will
ve looking forward to your further work in the area of pre
jiction theory.

I regret greatly the confusion and uncertainty which
areceded your appearance and I hope that we shall have an op-
sortunity of having you on campus again, On the next occasion
[I can promise you that we shall be certain to avoid any con=-
flicting dates.

oc Lat,
Howard J roshy
Assistant Dean of Men

HJC sIR



HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

OscAR HANDLIN WIDENER 783

Mrteh 17, 1953
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Internationaal Signifisch Genootschap
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR SIGNIFICS

SOCIETE INTERNATIONALE DE LINGUISTIQUE PSYCHOLOGIQUE
29, Cornelis Krusemanstraat, Amsterdam-Z

Netherlands — Pays-Bas

Secretariate:
DP, O. Box 7017,
10, Courbetstraat,
Amsterdam-Z, 11

Telephone: 23231

AMSTERDAM, liarch 171ta, 1956.

Professor Norbert VWiener
Massachussetts Instits
&gt;f Technology,
"~~ mb1ridesgs

Near Professor Wiener

It may oe known to you that our &amp; ctv organ-
izes an international Conference every year. Jur hinth
[international Significal Summer Conference wila be eld
from August 10 - August 16, 1983 and will be devoted to
the theme "Semantic and Signific Aspects of modern Theo-
ries of Communication". The Dutch members of the vrganius
ing Committee, which includes J.Clay (Dept.uf Fhysics,
miversity of Amsterdam), G.uannoury (Dept.of Liathemat-
tg, Univ.cf Amsterdam), Chr.P.Raven ({Dept.of Biology,
"miv.of Utrecht), J.L.van Soest (Lelft Institute of lech-
nology), H.J.Groencwold {Dept.of rhysics, Univ.of Gro-
ningen), have asked me to invite you to take an active
part in this Conference, which will ve held in tae In-
ternational School for Philosophy at Amersfoort (Nether-
Lands).

Yost of our members have read with much in-
terest your books "Cybernetics" and "mxtrapolatlion, in-
terpolation, and Smoothing of Stationary Tine oeries”,
wnd Karl Deutsch and Anatol Rapopors puplished papers
on the subject in our international © 'rral "Synthese"

2 few years ago.
As the general theme of the Conference applies

to your own studies and experiences, we sincerely nope
you will find it possible to be present, and we taze
nleasure in enclosing a short description of the taeme
problem which, from a signific point of view, may be
1 starting-point for study and discussiun.

We would very much like to have your suggestlons
regarding the development of the program, and we should
nighly appreciate if you would be willing to jo'n tne
international Conference Cuvumittee,

We all du hope that you will be in a position
to accept our iavitation; tnat we may nave the pleasure
5f offering you hospitality during your sojourn in this
sountrys and that, also with a view to the further ae-
veiopment of the program, we may hear frou you in the
near future.-

¥

~~ Very sincerelv vour
rim . JCA, L-

Ur. wu. Krusédan,
secretary of the

Yours ios via nis WY on Fo es

 A ry



1 De Negende: Internationale Signifische Zomer-
conferentie-September1953.
Algemeen onderwerp: =

SEMANTIC AND SIGNIFIC ASPECTS OF MODERK
| THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION

Can modern exact methods used in theories of
commwiication be extended in order to pro-
mote the studyoforuinaryand scientific
language, 0.8.50 aetermine the amount ana
relevance of information contained in single
messages, papers, etec.?)

A. THE ANALYTIC APPROACH |
(1) The methods of mathematical theories of

information, cybernetics, biophysics, etc.
The methods of semantics, significs, oper-
ational analysis, value analysis, etc.
Individual and group communication, atti-

~ tude measurement, ste.
B. THE SYNTHETIC APPROACH

(1) New terminologies for new theories
(2) Models as an expedient for constructing

new terminologies
~~. (3) Unification of terminology

LITERATUUR., Technische bijzonderheden met betrekking
Tot het hier genoemde onderwerp zijn o.m.te vinden,
behalve. in de signifische literatuur, in de nublica-
ties van Rashevsky, Rapoport, Tandahl, McCulloch (math
natische biophysica); Wiener, Rosenblueth, McCulloch
(cybernetica); Trimmer (response of physical systems)
McCulloch en Pitts (mathematische bewerking):, Shannon
en Weaver (math.informatietheorie); Brazier, Monnie™
Sherrington, Herrick (neuronhvsiolocie).



Book -ot the - Month (lub - ine\

Editorial Board: HENRY SEIDEL CANBY, ChairmaneCLIFTON FADIMAN

AMY LOVEMANJOHNP.MARQUANDsCHRISTOPHERMORLEY

100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, N.Y. + General Offices: 345 Hudson St., NewYork 14, N.Y.

March 17, 1953

Mr, Norbert Wiener
Simon and Schuster,
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York

Inc.

Dear Mr. Wiener:

I am enclosing a copy of the current Book-of-
the-Month Club News containing a review of
your book. The review appears on page seven.

If you care for additional copies, for any
purpose, I shall be glad to forward them.

Sincerely yours,
-

TM

|

Jecascio



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY GENERAL CABLE ADDRESS-GUGMEMORA

JOHN SIMON GUGGENHEIM MEMORIAL FOUNDATION

551 FIFTH AVENUE-NEWYORK-N-.Y.

March 17, 1953

Professor Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridee 39. Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

It is with regret that I must reply to your letter
of yesterday's date that it is now too late for us to
consider an application from Dr. Armand Siegel for 1953-54
The Congressional investigation of the foundations delayed
us considerably: we are still far behind and are asking more
than we should from our staff as well as from ourselves. It

is just a physical impossibility to try to add one more ap-
plication to the list already under consideration. I hope you
will understand.

Greetings to you. from

 _— yours,

1en Moe

M:*s



EYRE &amp; SPOTTISWOODE
(PUBLISHERS) LIMITED

Telephone
TEMPLE BAR 8514

(9 LINES)

15 BEDFORD STREET

STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Dr, Worbert ./iener
¢,/&gt;messrs. Simon
cZi) Fifth Avenue.
New Yorlc 7

schuster Ilnc.,

L75h march,

Telegrams
EXALTEDLY LESQUARE

ITONDON

L953,

Dear Dr 7° ~—

L was very plessed indeed, in fact delighted to
receive from Henry Simon a copy of "Ex-rrodig~’
think Simon “riaster have made a very pleasing
production end L heartily wish them, and you, ail
success, J « remember my own interest in the typescript,
and indeed, I velisve I played some small part in
introducing it to max Schuster and Illenry Simon. 1 there-
tree feel almost an avuncular pride in the book, and with

=~ partial feeling I do indeed wish 1t well,

TT ea weyem



OR/

Eyre and Svpottiswoode
15 Bedford Street
Strand
london W.C. 2
March 17, 1953

Dr
C
o

Ne.  dl

I rbert Wiener
:grs. Simon and Schuster, Inc.
th Avenue

‘kk 20,

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I wes very vleased indeed, in fact delighted, to recelve
from Henry Simon a copy of "Ex-Prodigy." I think
Simon ard Schuster have msde a very pleasing prcduction
of it and I heertily wish them, end you, all success. You
remember my own interest in the typescript, and indeed, I
believe I played some small part in introducing 1t to Max
Schuster and Henry Simon. I therefore feel almost an
avunculer pride in the book, and with a very pertial feel-
ing do I indeed wich 1t well,

yours,

r

‘1oned) F.V, Morley



March 18, 1954: For the next Quantum Theory pepew

with Siegel:

The good ship Quantum Theory 1s a magnificent

vessell, but 1t is kept afloat not by the waten-

tightness of its structure but because all hands

are manning the pumps. It is time to take it into

irydock, scratch the barnacles off ite plates, and

io a sound eaulking job,
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Mar, 20, 135°

Dr. Norbert Wieansr
Professor of Mathematics
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology

pear Sire

I an a mathematics major attending Bowling Green State Univer-
sity. Tae local chapter of the national mathematics honornory, Kappa Mu
ipsilon, of which I an a member, meets monthly on our compuse.e Ia an
attenpt to further our knowladge of mathematics and related fields, we
nave a lecture at each meeting by sither a faculty or student on what
wa {eel are pertvinat topics. For next month, they have chosen me to
speax on "Cybernetics®, I have read excerpts from your first book en-
titled Cybernetics and nave read your second book completely. Ia
addition, I have read about your work in an issus of Time lagazine,
Jowever, I am still somewhat hazy about how to go about explaining your
fisld to my fellow mathematicians, Tuarefore, it is for this recson
nat I am weitiag this letter,

I would appreciate it very mach
cerning the following questions:

want do you feel ars the basic mathematical formulas, if any,
that would aid in clarifying and Justifyiag the field of Crber-
nstigs? ( A short, understaniadle to an undergradunte, explann-
tion of each forvala woull also te desirable.)
Tou have already expregeced views on this ia your booxs-- What
3fTect do you think your field will Lave on the future life (~
tha American people? In other words, how will Crhernetics
affect the layman, the factory worker, etc. socially.
saat, if eany, have besn the contemporary developments of your
field? Tas it progres=ed to any extent since the writing of
your latest book? (I bdieve tha title is "The Human Use of
Human Machines.')
Has the Korean Tar once again diverted researchers in this field
Yo the inventing of nilitarv weapons, ete. °

[ realize that you are a very busy individual, Dr. Wiener. and
you are pro-ably troubled with numerous such letters daily. I would cof =
sider it a tremendcus favor, therefore, if you would answer these guzstions
1nd add any aiditional information Thich vou may f2=21 is peortiret.

Next fall, I am enbariag the College of Ledicine at Qhio State
Ubhiversity; however, [ do net foal that my calling is to become a practic=-
‘ng physician, I an honing that some doy I can do some type of ressarch
in a field which correlates maffenatics and a knowledge of medicine. (Por-
hops this backsrourd ww" 7 007 +51 why I am interested ia veur field.

-
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March 20, 1953

Dr, Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr, Wiener:

Thank you very much for your letter of
March 13 indicating the title of your Sigma
Xi lecture,

I am heppy to learn that Mrs, Wiener will
be able to accompany you, and I have made a
reservation at the Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood
Avenue, which will be available the afternoon of
April 15, The other arrangements are as indi-
cated in your letter, and if there are changes,
I shall contact you immediately,

Very truly yours,

2B. ill
SBH :H

S. B, Hitchner
Department of Veterinary Science



CLARK UNIVERSITY

WORCESTER 10, MASSACHUSETTS

HISTORY AND

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

March 20, 1953

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

The Clark University Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors would like very much to
invite you to speak at their next meeting, in the week of

We were greatly impressed by the report of your talk
in December on "The Breakdown of Communications" and feel certain
that our membership would welcome such a stimulating discussion.
Ke cannot, I am afraid, offer much of an honorarium, but can
orovide enough to cover amply any expenses you might have.

The meeting would be in the evening. As to date,
April 27, 28, or 30 would all be possible, in that order of
reference,

Hoping that you will find it possible to accept,

Very sincerely yours.

- CP

H., Donaldson Jordan
President, Clark Chapter,

AAUP.

HDJ thmt



CLAREMONT STREET HOSPITAL
FOR NERVOUS DISEASES
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